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When quality,
strength, and
accuracy are your
main requirements,
Paraclipse antennas
are your first choice.

Only Paraclipse offers such variety; four distinctly diFferent series:
the Truss-Ribbed Classic.
the Courier Deliverable Eclipse,
the Stretch Formed Hydro,
the Commerciai Patriot.

Every Paraclipse model sets the
industry standard in its class, worldwide.

S E R I E S

ibuted in Austlal ia & the Pacif lc b

STRONG Aust
302 Chesterville Road

Moorabbin East
Victoria, Austral ia 3189

te l  61-3-9553-3399
fax  61-3-9553-3393

\
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Paracliose Inc.
2271 29th Avenue East. Columbus.
Telephone: (4021 563-3625

Nebraska USA 68601
Fax: (402) 564-2109
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Incredibly simple to set-up and 0perate. We provide the transmitter, the transmitting antenna,
the interconnecting feedline-ready for you to unpack and have on the air in less than 60 minutes time!

Anyone - including you - can be an FM radio broadcaster, literally overnight. No
technical skills required - we've created the ultimate"solid State, mistake-proof'radio

station that is true "plug-in and play!" And best of all - it has fail-safe features to
protect you against unexpected signal transmission outage right down to operating

from a car battery emergency power source! ! !

AVCOM - RAMSEY Technologies, Inc.
793 Canning Parkway, Victor, New York 1 4565 USA tel + + 1 .7 I 6.g24.4b60

web www.avcomramsey.com, email sales@avcomramsey.com

Want to know
more? Please turn

page over
WE ARE ...



The l T
o Frequency range: 87.5 to 108.0 MHz in 100 kHz steps (you dial up your frequency -if circumstances change, just reach up and move
your station t0 a new frequency!) o Power output: from-60 dBm to +47 dBm (40 watts maximum output, smoothly adiustable down to
a fraction of a watt!1r Broadcast Modes: Stereo (+l- 75 kHz bandwidth) with 55 dB minimum separation (typically 60-70d8) from 50

hertz to 16 kilohertz audio range with THD (total hamonic distortionl not over 0.3% with processing-or you have switch-option of
standard mono with 0r without SCA (it even has digitalinputs for the future!), and, a "brick wall" 16 kHz steep low pass filter to ensure
that even if your CD source somehow has audio stuff above that flequency, it won't get into the system and cause beat problems {19 kHz
is "down" 68 dB). 0perating power source: 11OVAC, 220-250VAC, and l2VDC (requiring 11 amps for full power-a 100amp rated car

battery easily runs it for 10 hours or more which means a modest solar panel anay would operate PXI with no commercial power
required!) o Inputs: Gonnect the audio output (in stereo or monol from a satellite receiver through a pair of professional, balanced, XLR
audio inputs lyes-we include these special plugs with each PXI so if you are on Kiribati with no Dick Smith store, you're still able to get
on the air immediately), or, plug in a CD player, microphone(sl or your own (you provide) switching audio input source (a mixer -we can

source for you until we have our own!)o Input adiustments: We've been in the satellite link business forever (well, since 1979land fully
understand that you can have widely varying inputs from different sources. So we built-in 4095 steps of audio input adjustment (you can
reallytine tune this baby!l so even the "weakest" audio input from Granny's cassette player can be amplified to fullmodulation volume

(which, by the way, also has 4095 steps of adjustmentlo Gooling: High volume CFM fan for those moist, humid climates where you need
t0 get the heat away from the oversized heat sinks quickly to maintain transmitter efficiency .plus, over temperature automatic detection
winds back the output power if anything gets "t00 hot" and is in danger of becoming a problem (w.e've never been to Kiribati but we can
appreciate that an FM transmitter there needs special automatic protection circuits) r 0utput stability: While we expect you to connect
the transmitter output to our own line of 50 ohm antennas for maximum coverage, we also know someone will try to broadcast using a
19" clip lead hanging down from the type "N" output connector on the rear panel. So we built in automatic VSWR (standing wave ratio)
protection which senses abnormally high reflected power (transmission juice not accepted by the transmitting antenna array and sent
backwards to the transmitter) to ensure you never - NEVER.blow up your solid state final amplifier transistors. lf the VSWR rises, the

output power automatically reduces untilyou fix whatever is wrong with the antenna system (we field tested the PXI on a remote island
in the Caribbean for years, know what happens if something fails and the manufacturer is thousands of miles away and nobody within a
thousand miles has any idea what an RF output transistor is!) e Clean neighbour policy: The PX1 has tremendous bandpass filtering

built in-hey, we had to beat the very stringent USA specs demanded by the FCClFederal Communications Commission, t0 get this
transmitter approved for use there- we are better than 90 dB below the selected frequency output at full output on 2X (second harmonic)
which means y0u w0n't get into any0ne's TV reception 0r screw up the local airport tower when operating this super-clean transmitter!
o More clean neighbour policy: So the neighbourhood meenie kid comes into the station with his latest rap-CD and wants to "crank it
up" to full volume. We've been there and built in "over modulation protection" to make sure that no matter how loud his rap or how much

he cranks it up, the only thing that will fault is his own ear drums. o Comfort zone: Everything you need to monitor we monitor for you. lf
it is not automatic (such as automatic over modulation protection), we create a switch selectable (fluorescent characterl display which you
can check as often as you wish for PX1 operating parameters. Like? The actual temperature of the preamp and the final amplifier. left and
right audio levels to PXl, VC() (transmitter oscillator) voltage, modulation levels, and the actual power output plus the reflected power from

the antenna .t0 ensure you know when you have the antenna properly mounted and tuned. lt 's all there on the front panel display so
nothing sneaks up 0n you and goes "snap." . Housing: All of this is in a standard 1 9" rack (hey - if you are going to be a professional

radio station, scrounge up a real world professional rack to stick this baby in - that is 5" high and 1 5" deep - you don't have to have a rack
of course .it will sit nicely on a banana crate or folding card table or even the front passenger seat of your Ford Explorer equipped with the

Bridgestone tires)- but it gives your station a "professional" touch. r More power? Up to 600 solid-state watts output available!

AVCOM - RAMSEY wi l l  supply the total  stat ion -  FM transmit ter,  t ransmission l ine with connectors
attached, and the transmit t ing antenna (with stainless steel hardware) from our unique select ion of
FM transmit t ing antennas (omni-direct ional or narrow beamwidth Logi design al l  matched to your

proposed transmit ter f requency - or broadbanded!).  Coming soon - a complete "PC Control ler" that
al lows you to mix inputs from satel l i te,  CD player/changers, and up to a dozen other sources - al l

793 Cann ing  Parkway,  V ic to r ,  New York  14565 USA te l  +  +1-716-924-4560
web www.avcomramsey.com and email sales@avcomramsey.com

automated so your FM station can operate unattended for days at a timel

AVCOM - RAMSEY Technologies, Inc.



and 5' When something competitive comes along that thleatens the comfort zone of
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atways a percentage of peopte who want to stow down or stop

COOP'S COMMENT
The latest initiative from the Australian

Broadcasting Authority reminds me of the
horse drawn carriage and buggy whip
manufacturels at the turn of the ZOth
century. Faced with competition from the
new upstart automobile industry, these
businessmen pleaded with their respective
law makers to ban gasoline powered
vehicles from the roadways or limit their use
to business days between the hours of 9

And now the ABA is making their Blackspot ,.licence" process even more comprex,
and worse than complex - their new March 1 system hands the safe keeping oi ttre
chicken house over to the foxes. we anticipate that with the new system, fully 50% of

everything I purchased. Unhappy? Take your beef to Greg Cupitt; iel (O2) 6256 2gOO.

In Volume 7l} Number 78
Scanner IRD - ASTRX D l000CI -p. 6

.{BA decides satellite installers are not to be trusted - p. 9
Coping with the dBuv/m formula for the ABA assessment form -p. lg

Recent Bouquet Changes of interest to enthusiasts _p. 3 I
Departments

Programmer/Programming Update -p.2; Hardware/Equipment Update _p. 4; SPACE pacif ic Report( C r e a t i n g a n F M r a d i o s t a t i o n )  - p . 2 0 ;  C a b l e T V C o n n e c t i o n ( M e c h a n i c s o f  s o t a r o u t a g e )  _ p . 2 2 ;
SaIFACTS Digital Watch -p. 24; Supplemental Digital Data _p. 26; SaIFACTS Anatogue Watch -p.

27; SPACE pacif ic Report - TV Show schedule -p. 2g; with rhe observers -p. 29;
At Sign-Off (Hell  bent on pace set-topsl -p. 32

.ot{ THE COVER-
Scanner receivers are popular rvith the news media and others who try to stay on top ofthe latest breaking news.

In our business. the latest breaking is often hidden away on an elusive transpondir usrng unknown digitalparameters NOW - ifyou had a receiver that could scan and find these auiomatically ... (page 6, here).

all applications will NEVER be approved, and the remainder witt average ti; ;; il;;; $
for approval. lf the ABA was in charge of driver's licenses, pu""pori" o, "i"oii;f-"'l j
would be reduced to warking to work, never reaving my country and paying ";-;; $

progress because they have money invested in the status quo technorogy.
Businesses who generate electrical powel the old fashioned -uf --u";nn hydro plants _

are opposed to nuclear powered plants. Those who operated raitway systems wereopposed to high speed multiple trailer highway rigs and iir trelght. one of my favouritehistorical quotes came in 1900 from the man in charge of thJ British post office. Hewas opposed to the creation of a British telephone "y"t". as Bell had launched inAmerica' He reasoned, "we will never need those contraptions here because we havean adequate system of messenger boys.',
The ABA has turned television reception into an olympic high hurdle event by placing

ever increasing mountains in flont of consumers who simply want better quality
television reception. Someone once described the ,,art of bureaucracy,, as, ,,the ability toturn a mole hill into a mountain." The ABA has won "Gold" with their latest change inBlackspot licence procedural rules. They should be ashamed of themselves but in thebest of outdated bureaucratic traditions, they won't even admit how foolish the newregulations which come into effect March 1 make them appear to the rest of the world.I can walk into a store that sells paint in Kaitaia (New Zealandl, a remote town in thiscountly's outback, and five minutes later leave with a permit to drive an automobile. ln' 48 hours from having my snapshot taken, a brand new New Zealand passport will arrivein my mailbox. In ten working days my application for three new FM radio stations isprocessed and I have the permits required to go on the air with transmitters that cover
9o/o ol the New Zearand rand mass. In 30 minutes a locar bank wiil approve, print andhand to me a credit card with $1o,ooo of availabre purchasing power.

The ABA, meanwhire, has been routinery taking between g ana 15 weeks to process
what should be a simplistic application requesting a "licence" 

to receive two television
services via satellite (central 7, lmparja, or, GWN, wlN). Receiving "licenses' went out
of fashion in the ussR when communism coilapsed. Nobody, iot even china, stilllicences individuals to "receive" television. But the ABA does. Their reasons for
demanding this process are as antiquated as the horse and buggy manufacturers, asselfish as the railways who wished to stop long haul highway dg's= ano as laughable as
the British Post Mastel's reasoning why the telephone would not o" needed in Great
Enrarn.
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STAR TV Hong Kong move no surprise
"Your article about STAR fV shutting down their

Hong Kong seruice (SF#76) came as no surprise.
Back in 1990 when STAR first began, I purchased
a C band dish + receiver and was extremely glad
to watch their programmes. Before that time we
had only the local Thai channels. When STAB
Movies debuted, we asked about a decoder and
smart card but they were not interested to talking
with a DTH subscriber in Thailand. The same thing
happened, again, when they switched t0 digital.
Oespite adverts appearing on the air, requests for
inlo about decoders were simply ignored. What a
mess STAR fV has become and eventually I signed
up with UBC here in Thailand. lt amuses me that
UBG programming is being pirated by Hong Kong
viewers. Good luck to them. I say. 0n our local
cable network here we get SIAR World which is
pirated from the Measat ASTR0 service simply
because STAR will not sell the service directly
here into Thailand. By their actions, STAR have
just opened up a whole new market for pirates in
Hong Kong. "

Alan Smith. Thailand
STAR TV has not been Rupefi Murdoch's finest hour.

Why tenestrial TV in Australia?
"Austar's weather channel service may have hit

upon a huge reason why rural folks should
subscribe; the livestock Market reports. One of
the major complaints I hear regarding Central 7
and lmparja is they are big city stations with a
small market mentality and totally fail to provide
the critical-to-business information that rural
{armers require. Now Austar has expanded their
Weather Channel coverage and I suspect this will
be a major factor in their growth to farm homes.
The regional terrestrial stations provide a similar
service of course and I believe this market
coverage is a prinary reason why farm families
even have TV."

Ns. NSW
"What will happen when ABG.TV on channel 2

shuts down their terrestrial service and the
hundreds of shops and teaching centres lose their
atomic clock reference ol 4.43361875MH2 {the
colour subcarrier frequency)? This has been a
'frequency standard" in Australia for generations,
very useful for checking frequency counters (for
example). Alas, there is no 'colour subcarrier'with
digital and there goes that service!"

lF. 0ueensland
"When I was shopping for the week last

Thursday in my usual store, I noticed that the PA
system providing the local radio stati0n t0
shoppers has been changed to a Satellite Music
Australia feed. ll the majority of shops and oflices
make a similar change, local AM and FM radio wil l
lose a significant segment of their daily audience."

AI, NSW

UPDATE
I FEBRUARY 1 5, 2OO1 |

New ABA rules change the sequence for Blackspot reception permits, gives
tenestrial broadcasters important new veto powers, turns what was already a very
lengthy approval process (typically 8 to 15 weeks) into something much
(much-much!) longer. ABA says they, "ered in February 2000 announced
prncedurcs," and that new rules are designed lo " c1ffect that enor." ABA refuses to
answer SatFACTS queries asking how many Blackspot applications have been
received to date, how many have been granted. Bottom line - the ABA changes
unfortunately are likely to encourage piracy of Aurora services (p. 9).

Field strength versus signal level. A cable TV, SMATV, installer "SLM" (signal
level meter) measures dBuV or microvolts of signal from a test antenna, cable line.
The ABA "Minimum median field strength" chart appearing on p. 14 here uses levels
such as 50 dBuV/m. This is not the same as hooking up a test antenna and seeing
whether you have 50 dBuV at the test site! lt is the "/m" part that is a "gotcha" and
requires some formula conversion of the measured signal to determine whether, in
fact, your Blackspot test site falls under the criteria required. "Field strength" and
"signal level" are not interchangeable in this situation - they do not mean the same
thing. Before you fill out another "Assessment of Reception 0uality" form for the
ABA, we suggest you read and digest p. 18, here.

ABA is ducking all interviews and requests for additional information (p. 9). We
wondered - does it make any difference which satellite broadcaster the applications
are sent to? Should they be sent t0 both broadcasters or just one? At ABA - total
silence.

Aurora solution for Strong 4800 lBDs was posted on SaIFACTS web site
January 19. Strong sent engineer from Korea to Melbourne t0 work with Strong Aust
folks to find suitable modification to handle late December data stream changes at
Aurora. Sheng Yee, Oueensland reports, "The latest version not only gives stability
back but also very quick channel changes and a 'local region' satellite list. Top after
sales product support will maintain customer loyalty in a particular brand. Another
bouquet should go to the SaIFACTS web site in co-ordinating the extensive problems
so well and keeping us informed."

TARBS contacts. Strangely, n0 longer listed under "TARBS" or derivatives in
latest Sydney telephone book. 1300-782-727 lcost of local call) within Australia;
02-9776-2000; possible contact is Tony Palumbo at 02-9776-2336.

Sensitive. Sky NZ offices have advised contract installers, "not t0 promote
competitor.to-be Telstra-Saturn with signage" 0n their trucks - under penalty of
being excused from future Sky work.

Hell bent 0n Pace boxes. Telstra-Saturn has dispatched cartons of Pace
DGT400/512 lRDs off to Divicomm for an attempt to make them work with the
chosen lrdeto and Aurora-like CA systems. The TVNZ + Telstra-Saturn 1.5
transponder FTA + CA launch date is now pushed back . April 1, May 1, perhaps not
before the end 0f May. Perhaps even later. We update you on p. 32.

Attention IRD designers. After playing with the ASTRX D 1000C1 and its auto
scan memory function {p. 6), some suggestions. 0nce you have scanned a satellite,
how about a scan-as-memorised routine that tells the receiver to switch frorn
memory position to memory position (within a single satellite) for a user.defined
length of time. Being able to tell itlo scan through a bird, locking onto each
in-memory service and holding the video - audio for say something between 1 and 30
seconds each {as set by the user} would be a very handy way of keeping up with
what is happening 0n the entire brd. Anyone nut thete listening?



Mixing Satellite, VCR or any
modulator sourced TV signal with off-air
TVworls sometimes, and not others. Some
suggestions may assist.

The first step in desigring such a
distribution system is to write out a channel
plan. A usefrrl mle of thumb is to use every
3rd channel in the Australian TUlhzper
channel environment. It can help to
separate off-air channels from modulator
sourced channels as far as possible. It can
be simplest if off air channels are in band
4, and modulator channels in band 5, or
vice versa.

Signal levels need to be considered.
Most internal modulators generate sigral
levels of around T0dBttY so the off-air
signal levels should be within coo-ee of
these levels. No Signal Level Meter? You
will need one.

SPTITTERS
Mixing can be done several ways.

The most common mix is through a splitter
or power divider, using the outputs as
inputs. Whilst this keeps the impedance at
75C), there are substantial insertion losses,
and fiterally everything good and bad is
mixed together. This is how the off-air is
mixed inside a Satellite Receiver or VCR. A
splitter effectively sap come on down to
any off air interference and undesirable by-
products from the modulator, as well as the
required signal.

NOTCH [ItlTRS
Where a masthead amplifier has

been used to lift ttre off-air sigral levels, it is
quite common with a splitter mix to spoil
otherrrise good picture quality. A reason
this happens is because the amplifier lifu
the Noise Floor across all fi channels by
the gain of the amplifier. Ihning anotch
filter like the SF4 or band 5 version SF5 to
the output frequency of the modulator can
eliminate this problem.

BAND MIXERS

CHANNEL

BAND SETECTIVE MDGRS
The next level of keeping your

system clean involves band selective mixers.
Available from lacey's Australiawith various
crossover frqeuencies, these devices
provide better than 30dB isolation from
input to input, with an insertion loss of less
than ldB. With these, any interference
from the antenna system on the frequency
of the modulator is blocked, as are
unwanted modulaion by products from the
modulalor on the off-air TV channels. If a
quality spliuer is used to combine a large
number of off-air modulators tha/. ue aX,
fed into say the band 5 input of an ESV45,
the possibility of interference between the
various inputs is dramatically reduced.

BAND SETECTTVE AMPTIFIERS
Similar results can be achieved

with amplifiers like theJHTRP45A that offer
the similarisolation between inputs to the
ESV45 (VHf, Band 4 and Band 5) but with
proper constant impedance attenuators
across each input.

CHANNET SETECTIVE AMPTMIERS
Perhaps the ultimate in input

filtering, a single channel head end has a
bandpass filter for each channel in the
system that prevents any other signal from
passing. Put what you want on the channel
you like. Lacey's Australia has a number of
di-fferent types of single channel filter
amplifi er products available.

One of Europes largest TV antenna
and MAIV manuhcturers, Fracarro makes
a wide range of TV antenna and distribution
products and benefits from over 60 years of
experience. Many thousands of Fracarro
products are now in use in Australia and
New Zealand.

12 Kitson St. Frankston MC 3199
Tel:(03) 9783 2388 Fax(03) 9783 5767

e-mail: placey@netlink. com.au
branch offices in Sydney, Ulverstone & \floolgoolga

NOTCH FILTERS

F R A C A R R O



i formula for calculating the impedance of a'wire parallel

i to two infinite plates'. lf 75 ohms and a lmm wire are

i olaced in that formula, the plates (i.e.. copper foil as

I shown) should be 2.75mm apart. So the sandwich of

I the wire, a layer of insulation on each side, should be

I Z.zsmm meaning the wall thickness of the 'glove'

I material would need to be about 0.88mm."

I (C*p't note: Amazingly, that is what it measuresl)

| 
'oVe-f tuning tip (p. 2) ' if the antenna or cable has

la bad SWR (impedance mismatch), the 10 dB pad

I would greatly improve the match until the tune'up pad

I was removed. Logically, using the pad in a badly

lssue 77 Feedback

matched system would cause the BER t0 go up, not

down, when the pad was removed."

"Reference signal 'boosters'. Many people refer to
masthead-amps as boosters and I did not know where
the term came from'now I do. I know that if a person

calls a remote control, a 'clicke/ they probably are

f rom a wealthy f amily who could alford remote
controlled TVs back when remote controls weren't
electronic. A few AWA TVs manufactured in 1978
were fitted with twin rotary tuners, but rather than
having a dedicated UHF position on the VHF tuner, 0t a

U/V switch (some Sony TVs), like the (USA) Zenith TVs

vou mention, it required a technician to change a
'channel strip' (we used to call these strips 'biscuits' at

the time) in the VHF tuner. The new channel strip was
factory taped to the side of the tuner, when installed
(an awkward job) connected the power to the UHF
luner and converted the lF output of the UHF tuner to
the standard lF (frequency) using the VHF tuner.
Alternately, there were as in America UHF set'top
down converters (l still have some in stock!) bul as
most people used VCRs that outputted on VHF as
down-convetters, I sold very few of the UHF set'tops."

"Also notice in list of requiremenls for Australian
STB there is no S-VHS listed as output oplion' another
oversight as most Australian big screen TVs have
S-VHS innut available?"

"(reference masthead amplifier overload) the
Australian standard calls for a minimum IMR of 46 dB
when 2 channels are amplified to the maximum rated
outout whereas German standards are 60 dB lMR.
Logic says having ten carriers through the masthead (5

analogue, 5 digital) would reduce IMR to under 40 dB
(not acceptable), 0r, output would have to be derated
by around 8 dB to handle ten carriers with a 46 dB IMR
rating (still not an acceptable number)."

"There was more than a decade between introducing
c0lour in states and here in Australia' we should have
done the same thing with DVB'T!"

"Easily best issue SF'ever, and I have them all."

V2.06 versus 2.09. As if Optus and lrdeto had not done enough t0 mess up
pegple's television receptign back in December, cgmes ngw lrdeto's answer t0
pay-TV card piracy. version 2.09 CAMs are brand new, replacing version 2.06. They

are essentially "single service provider" CAMs and when initialised with an

appropriate legit smart card initially cgnfine service to a single bouquet (such as

Aurora). At least that is what we are being told. But ' when you stick a 2.09 into an

appropriate (new) IRD with an appropriate (new) $ptus card for IBC + SBS + others

as applicable, the damned thing will not wgrk. As of February 1 'you could n6t get a

new card t0 turn.on if using a 2.09 CAM. lrdeto scratching their heads, optus

scratching their behinds (as appropriate). Neither one knows the answer. Which is ' in

rheir enthusiasm t0 stgp piracy with Foxtel and Austar, they screwed up. ln the

interim, stick a precious 2.06 into an IRD with the new'to'be initialised card and once

fhe card is operating, take out the 2.06, stick in a 2.09 and insert the card therein. lt

is the initialisation process which the 2.09 will not handle. No, this procedure won't

work with a Foxtel (or Austar) card, which simply will not play in a 2'09 CAM no

matter Where the card came frgm (one source says 2.09s are pre'prggrammed t0

function with provider "00"-the horizontal side, or, provider "10"'the vert ical '

Aurora .side). V2.06 CAMs? Worth their weight in gold with prices topping Au$300

on Internet markets.
late January ECM attack. DirecTV in states has been drip feeding a few bytes at

a time t0 NDS format cards used in their encryption system. 0n Sunday January 28th

the bucket was full and a reported 200,000 pirate cards went down' Perhaps related

in timing, similar attacks 0n Foxtel and Austar lrdeto piracy has shut down so'called

emulator devices and sent pirates scurrying for cover' Master key and other numbers

are being changed weekly t0 drive home seriousness of Australian pay TV providers

t0 stamp out piracy. In USA, card pirates are switching emphasis back to C-band

services which while not as diverse as Ku and more complicated to receive at least

offer them an easier time of hacking' The game grinds on.

Hot running uEGs? Eric Fien suggests, "when I build an SMATV headend, I

always budget in a 250-117VAC mains transformer which typically cgsts ar6und

Au$125. That will easily run 5 or more UEC 600 or 700 series lRDs, and at the

1 I TVAC operating voltage through the transformer, they run much'much cooler and I

expect over time will develop less frequent power supply problems'"

SMS by Hills lRDs which $ptus has "approved" for Aurora use ' can they really

c6mpete against UEC? Hills reportedly spent Au$120,000 to get Qptus approval for

receiver and if they eventually sell 12,000, this would add at least $10 to price of a

unit in field. Pricing for IRD seems t0 fluctuate but recent qugtatign was 1 x $670, 5

x $636, 10 x $603 and 25 x $586-all plus GST.0f interest, Aurora card through

Hills is quoted s1 $$$ + GST.
Major dish prgblem for intermediate sizes. European factories turning out offset

and prime focus dishes are retreating from 1.2, 1.4. 1.6. 1.7 and even 1'8m sizes'

Stronger European satellites have made dishes larger than 1m redundant for home

DTH use, and cgmmercial users seldom want anything smaller than 1'8m. End result?

Malor shortage 0f 1 . 1.8m dishes world.wide, shortly, with pricing t0 match.

Gable TV system "radiation" subiect of new EMTEC study in New Zealand. cable

lines should not "transmit" through the air but can if installation mistakes are made,

concerns are aerg frequencies from 108'135 MHz, used by cable, with potentialt0

interfere with terrestrial users. Contact Thaddy.Bialoruski@telstrasaturn.c0.nz.

UPDATE

I reenunRY 1 5, 2oo1 I
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Remember the tortise versusllhq hA{e?

This is not a receiver that is likely to

appeal to most consumers. But if you are

a serious dealer or a hobbYist, we

bel ieve you wi l l  want  one in Your
collection of gear. Why? Because it wil l

locate every single SCPC or MCPC

service on a satellite in a search mode,

log the signals found, and then spit out

the detail of who they are, where they

are.
In SF#63, we reported on the Xanadu

IRD available through Av-comm with a

special price to tnembers of SPACE. The

Xanadu's manual explained how it could

be told to "go hunting" for each and

every SCPC/MCPC signal on a satell i te

and in fact a tiny handful with this

feature apparently did leave the (Korean)

factory. But then the "all searching"
feature was eliminated and anyone

interested in cruising the satellites to

locate all signals with megasymbol rates

between 1.0 and 45.0 was forced to go to

lntemet software available for the Nokia

series receivers. Alas. even that went

away when the German firm offering it

* faster is definitely better and while
these are not apple vs. apple numbers for

comparison, i t  would be great to see a
120 MHz processor  and th is  search

software in the same box.

Limited actually does "Auto Scan" as
well as offering conditional access
functions through an appropriate
Viaccess, Nagravision, Cryptoworks,
Conax or Irdeto CAM (two CAM slots
for Type I or II DVB colrlmon intertace
standard). On the surface, a receiver that
searches, does FTA, and encrypted mode
reception should be a very popular item.
For a number of reasons it has been

largely ignored to date, perhaps because
so few understood what it was capable of.
or, perhaps because it has problems

unioue to itself. We set out to find out
which was true.
Set-up

The manual is adequate but not
polished with occasional lapses to the
wrong "tense" verb as is common with

translation flom another base language
(Korean in this case). It does mix set-up
and operation and this could be a
problem except we could not make it

fault even when we deliberately told it to

do a task it was not caPable of
performing. This may be one of the few

"".:-i;.:::ri\l= 
= _--\

The ASTRX D 1OO0CI IRD
does something unusual

r"i-E

was "busted" for also offering software that allowed card

pirates to "emulate" the encryption data stream for their own

use. The ASTRX D 1000CI receiver from Pan Asian Systems

receivers where even entering the wrong numbers or the wrong

sequence won't hang up the unit. It simply sits there and does

nothing until you enter the right kind of number.

Functlon Humax 5400 ASTRX DIOOO

CA interf-ace 2 slot CI 2 slot CI

Embedded
Irdeto

Msym range 2  -  i l |  - 4 1

Processor 60 MbiVs 60 Mbitis

Main processor TMIPS 8I
MHz (*)

4.7 MIPS ( t )

Flash memory 3 Mbyte I Mbyte

DRAM 2 Mbyte 2 Mbyte

Graphic
DRAM

2 Mbvte 32 Kbyte

FEC range 5 rates 1/2 -
7 t 8

6 rates l /2 -

8/9

DiSEqC
control

ve r s i on  L0 / l . 2 versron 1.0

Andio
sampling

32.  44 .  l .  48
KHz

t 6 . 2 2 . 5 . 2 4 .
32 .  44 .1 .  48

KHz

Rear  deck  i s  no th ing  spec ia l  bu t  a l l  o f the essent ia l  connect ions are present '

^ " . : ' 1 .  '  
: l l l  l



AUTo scAN requires enter ing lowest and highest frequencies (establ ishing l imits of scan range),  lowest andhighest symbol rate (Sr) and pushing "start ."  At end of sequence, D loobcl produces l ist  of  t ransponoersand Sr (Msps) for each. PlD, PcR numbers also avai lable from memory; this scan took 6 hours.

Like most receivers you begin by telling it the LNB
configuration and local oscillator (LO) number. That
establishes "C" or "Ku" for the software. The factory supplies
a list of preloaded satellites in memory and if you i.t..t"Satellite Scan" it will look (only) for those in factory loaded

most any other IRD. But with "Auto Scan" you select some
parameters: (l) The lowest or "start" frequency of interest
(such as 3700), (2) the highest frequency of interest (such as
4200), (3) the lowest Msym rate (such as 2.0) and (4) the
highest (such as 3 1.0) - see parameters on p. 6 here. Then

memory. You can also select transponder scan (entering the
known parameters for a specific transponder). None of this is
unusual nor exciting; it does what you expect, as quickly as

A longer term project -  scanning al l  of  PAS-2 from 37oo to 42oo over symbol rate range of 1.boo to1 5.000. Parameters are establ ished ( lef t)  and the scanning begins. Scanning here progresses 2 MHz at at ime,  and in  .006 megasymbot  s teps  ( i .e . ,3g92tV l  a t  3 .560 is  fo i lowed by  3gga lv l  a t  3 .560,  then
3B96tVl at  3 '560) '  From 1.500 to 3.560 took 24 hours; you learn to take smauer bi tesl



At the 48 hour mark the Sr had progressed to 5.345 and a handful of additional PAS-2 services had been
located (left - above). At 60 hours elapsed time, the D 1O00Cl had located 27 PAS-2 services and was at

6.636 symbol rate (r ight -  above).  At72 hours, Sr 7.164 has now located 48 services ( lef t  -  below).

4200) and how big a megasymbol swipe (2.0 - 31.0) you
plugged in. Typically, it chugs along checking every two MHz
(megahertz) from 3700 (3702,3704 etc.) with a .006 change in
Msym (i.e.. 5.660, 5.666, 5.672) for each new (tull) scan. And
it does this for vertical and horizontal separately. We found if
your windows are large, you can - literally - spend days going
through an entire satellite (500 MHz times 29.000 which is 31
- 2). You (we) might do this one time just to build a data base.
Once you discover that SCPCs are closely grouped (typically
4.500 to 7.500) you won't waste time searchingz.0 - 4.5 or 7.5
to perhaps 10.0 a second time.

This is not likely to be anyone's sole receiver. Frankly, with
the limited graphics ability (certainly not the bountiful and

pleasant colour of the Humax 5400, for example), the use we
envision forthe D l000CI is with it stuck on a shelf grinding
out search routines 24 hours a day. They claim it will hold
3,000 memory locations so even after loading up As2, As3,
Optus Bl, Optus 83, PAS-8 and PAS-2 "everything there was
to find" we had barely dented the memory limit. A "TP edit"
function allows you to update the memory base by satellite and
a "Satellite edit" selection permits adding new birds. There are
so many European birds in memory to begin with, the first step
is to delete them just to cut down on confusion. The factory
entered in-memory transponders and services are as old as the
receiver you hold in your hands has been in transit and storage;
it is an "amusing" place to start (and verif,i the receiver is
working) but you'll be doing full scans pretty quickly.

Because it wants to do both vertical and horizontal scanning
in sequence, it will help if you have (l) DiSEqC, (2) 0ll2 volt
switching, or , (3) 13/18 volt LNB probe switching. If you
only look at a single polarity at a time, you are wasting many
hours of search time while the receiver looks for signals on a
polarity for which you have no input from the dish. Perhaps
there is a way to tell it to only scan one polarity at a time - we
could not sort that out.

Once you have a bird scanned and in memory, selecting
individual services is point and "shoot" from the menu.
ASTRX marks encrypted services with the apropos "$" sign. A
"soft" function allows channels to be sorted by title
(alphabetical list), FTA or scrambled, and a "favourite" list. It
does NTSC - PAL conversion internally. Once locked to and
viewing a service (or not viewing if CA), use the "info" key to
display the frequency, polarity, video, audio, PCR PIDs,
channel number and channel name.

Outputs through a pair of SCART sockets, PAL-G, I, K and
NTSC modulator (PAL channels 21 1471.251- 69 [855.25] as
used in Europe), RCA outputs for video plus left and right
audio and password protection.

Price: US$250 (Au$453), Viaccess CAM US$85, Irdeto
(version not specified) US$l l5 from LTG Mason Pty Ltd. (tel
61-3-9457-1222, Email astrx@ltgmason.com.au) or Hong
Kong tel 852-2873 -9777 (astrx@panasian.com). No, it is
notperfect but until something better appears, it fills an
important niche previously left abandoned and it is
simple to use.

Do YOU Live in Australia???
Av-Comm Pty Ltd has the "best service" for

subscriptions to SatFACTS Monthly
and Cooprs Technology Digest!

te l  02-9939-4377. or.
Email cgarry@avcomm.com.au

Proudly a Distributor Member of SPACE Pacific
and sponsor of SPACE Pacffic Report on TV!



ABA Misnamed? should be Australia's Broadcaster Association!

Et tu Satell ite People!
ABA sticks the knife into rural viewers

Frequently repeated story:
"Two guys installing for Cxmxt were doing a Foxtel install

in northern Melbourne where it happens that terrestrial
reception can be poor. The lady of the house complains that
she is 'stuck with satellite'which 'does not have 7, 9 and l0
included,'her terrestrial aerial reception is poor and neither
Foxtel nor Optus have cable to her home.

" 'We can take care of that' says the installer. 'lt will cost you
an extra $200 but we can get you 7,9 and l0 plus ABC and
SBS from satellite - the same installation.' The lady says she
will think about it. And calls a friend who works for 7 in
Melbourne." Or so the story goes.

Those telling this story are broadcasters, ABA ,operatives,,

hoping to convince anyone listening that the ABA's Blackspot
procedure for approving homes to receive Imparja and Central
7 (in the east) or GWN and WIN (in the west) is somehow
flawed.

In fact, if the home in question really exists and is in fact in
"northern Melbourne" and does, in fact, have poor terrestrial
reception, there is no reason why it should not qualifo for
Central 7 and Imparja. Those telling the story argue that even
before testing, even before preparing and submitting an
application for Blackspot approval, the home owner had been
"promised" Aurora reception.

This story and others like it have been repeated for ten
months or more, apparently enough times to finally pressure
the ABA into modifl,ing the Blackspot application procedure.
On March l, the rules change.

The ABA in a letter sent to satellite installers January
22-23-24 uses 13 pages to, firstly, defend why it is changing
the procedure, and, secondly, to explain what the new
procedure is, and thirdly, provide reference materials to guide
applicants in the new procedure. The bottom line first:

The ABA no longer ' t rusts '  sate l l i te  insta l lers.  They
no longer bel ieve insta l lers prepar ing appl icat ions have

been te l l ing the t ruth.  And under pressure f rom
terrestr ia l  broadcasters,  the new procedures make the
sate l l i te  serv ice provider  responsib le for  the 'honesty '

and 'accuracy '  of  a l l  fu ture forms f i led.
Installers who submit applications to the ABA on or before

February 28th follow the old (existing) rules; those who
deliver them after March lst to the ABA will get them back,
without processing. From March lst receipt date onward,
completed applications will go to one of the four satellite
broadcasters (see p. 14) - not the ABA - and it wil l become
the responsibility of the satellite service providers to
"complete" the applications before they are finally sent to the
ABA. This will add weeks, months, perhaps even years to the
application approval process and there is no verification
SaIFACTS can locate which indicates the satellite broadcasters
asked for this new task.

"l think u,e should have seen this coming" suggests a
prominent distributor. "lnstallers were bragging how they
completed the forms without testing, how - 'after you have

done one test, they all look the same.'The ABA stops short of
accusing satellite sellers of dishonesty in their 13 page
explanation but refuses to deny this was their motivation.
The defence

ABA's Greg Cupitt (Manager, Television planning) signs the
letter where he explains, "the cument procedure ls
inappropriate." Section 7(2A) of the Broadcasting Services
Act (of) 1992 is his reference and he says the ABA now
believes that it must be the commercial television broadcaster
who's signal will be inserted into the coverage area of another
broadcaster who must, "make the casefor waiving of the rules,
to allow importation of the distant signal."

Under the procedure released just a year ago, it was the
affected party (the would-be viewer) who was charged with the
responsibility of proving they had poor TV service and were
qualified for satellite service. Cupitt says, ',the ABA erred in
this interpretation of the rules" and now is merely ',correcting

that mistake." Almost nobody believes Cupitt's statement,
convinced that it has been the success of the Blackspot
programme which has the terrestrial broadcasters running
scared. And the terestrial broadcasters, anxious that viewer
loss will one day translate to revenue loss, are putting pressure
on the ABA.

"The ABA should be ashamed of their mishandling oJ' this
procedure" suggests a dealer who has now submitted more
than 100 Blackspot applications. "The Australian Broadcasting
Authority might be renamed the Australian Broadcaster
Association because all they are doing is adopting procedures
that protect the commercial broadcasters. Whatever happened
to the public's interest?"

What concerns those who have read and understand the
ABA announcement is the new likelihood that between a
half-interested satellite broadcaster and an antagonistic
terrestrial broadcaster, individual applications will be buried
on desks for months or longer. The person who has money
invested in a system (the consumer) has no direct line to the
approval procedure. The installer is in the same boat. If the
terrestrial broadcaster objects to the application, it becomes
the job of the satellite broadcaster to push for the
authorisation. And this is likely to become an increasingly
slow process as the applications "pending approval" pile up on
satellite broadcaster desks.

"Let me tell you what is realht going to happen" suggests a
distributor. "People will buy systems, have ABC and SBS
turned on (these non-commercial 'national' services are outside
of the new system - their turn-on process has not changed).
Then somebody will figure out how to make the new lrdeto
2.09 CAMs work without official approval on Cenrral 7,
Imparja, WIN and GWN and at that point why bother to make
an application at all?"

Australia is the only major country in the world which has
rules that in effect "licence" the viewer in addition to the

text  cont inues -  page 1 4



ATTACHMENT A

ASSESSMENT OF INADEQUATE RECEPTION OF BROADCASTING SERVICES

In the application to the ABA, the applicant nrust attach a statutory declaration and must include the
following wording: "I declare the details in the attached form lssessment of Inadequate Reception
of Broadcasting Services to be true and correct." (See attached form). Giving false or misleading
information is a serious offence. Note: as part of its consultation with the broadcaster(s) that are
iicensed to serve a particular area, the ABA intends to disclose the business details of the person
making the declaration to the licensed broadcaster(s) of the area. If the person making the
declaration has any objections to the disclosure of its business details, it should advise the ABA in
this application.

APPLICANT:

VIEWER or LISTENER:

Address/locafion

Latitude and longirude

Telephone contact / email address (ifavailable)

SATELLITE RECEIVING EQUIPMENT: (Optional)

(As proposed to be installed)

Model

Serial number

Smartcard number

Teleohone contact / email address



BROADCAST ENGINEER/ANTENNA TECHNICIAN/ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
(to complete)

COMMONWEATH OF AUSTRALIA
Statutory Declaration

Name of person making
declaration

Address

Postcode

Bus. facsimile:
Occupation

do solemnly and siucerely declare

l. that, I amqualified as
a broadcaster engineer

an anteruvr iechnician I

an elecfronics technician I

Postcode
receives inadequate television reception

3. that the details in the attached form'Assessment of Inadequate Reception of
Broadcasting Services' to be U-ue and conect.

Signature of person making
the declaration

Declared at

Name of Coordinating Body
that, I conducted an inspection for

and I have assessed that the person at the following location:

Signature of person before
whom the declaration is made

Title of person before who the atAaration is made

(Optional) How long did ir rake to cornplete rhis form?



Seivices proposed for rcccption

Eg Imparja, Seven Ccntal

Television and FM radio reception to be neasured using a dedicated antenna

l0 metres above grcund level.

Broadcasting licence area(s)

Eg Sydney area; Newcastle area

Services licensed in the area

Eg Prime, WIN, CaPital.

Channel and Frequency (TV)
or
Frequency (radio)

Antenna used for test
Brand, model and gain

Cable used for test
Type, length and loss

Maithead amplifier (if used)
Brand, model and gain

ITU Picture QualitY Grade

(television only) *

Shod description of recePtion
in words (eg 'No 

Pichre'
'severe ghosting,''inaudible,'
'impulse noise') **

[For AM Radio: Please Provide
desuiption of day and night time
r€ception]

Field sfength meter used

Service 2:

*Reference: ITU Picture Quality Scale

ITU
Grade

Picture Quality Impairment

( Excellent Imperceptible

4 Good Perccptible

Fair' Slightly annoying

a Poor Annoying

I Bad Very annoying

** Please anach additional pages if further space is required'

(Optional) How long did it take to cotrtplete '\is form?
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Where Your Forms Go - after February 28

lmparja Television fty Ltd., PO Box 52, Alice Springs NT
0871 O870; tel 08 8950 1411; Fax 08 8953 4441; lnternet
-  h t tp : / /www. impar ja .com.au;  Emai l :  impar ia@impar ia .  com.

au
Regional Television Pty Ltd. (Seven Central),  PO Box 1016,

Townsvif le, Old 481O; telOT 4726 2000; Fax 07 4726
2O57; Internet - http:/ /www.telecasters.com.au; Email  -

none.
Golden West Network Pty Ltd. (GWN Television), PO Box
1 1  2 ,  Bunbury ,  WA 6231;  te l  08  9121 4466;  Fax  OB 8792

2923;  In te rne t  -  h t tp : / iwww.gwn.com.au;  Emai l :
gwn. bunbury@gwn.com.au

WIN Television, PO Box 750, Mirrabooka, WA 6941; tel 08
9345 5990;  Fax  O8 9345 9990;  In te rne t  -  none;  Emai l  -

none.
-Alternate contacts-

Australian Broadcasting Authority, PO Box 34, Belconnen
ACT 2616;  contac t  i s  Greg Cup i t t ;  rc l  02  6256 2800;  Fax

02 6253 3277; Email  planning@aba.gov.au
Antenna Technicians Associat ion, Inc., PO Box 160,

Mi tcham V ic to r ia  3132;  f reeca l l  te l  1800 659 726;  Fax  03
51 48 0443; Email  ata@netspace.net.au

a 
"hold-up" number 1 

,

The "wait ing game" when you play by the ABA's new rules ( total  elapsed t ime? 3 -  6 months i f  you are luckyt)

telecaster. The ABA has created licence areas for broadcasters
and these (terrestrial) licence areas are built around predicted
terrestrial signal reach. The concept was to "guarantee" each
terrestrial broadcaster a geographic area and audience. The
whole procedure turns on keeping "licence areas" apart so that
transmissions from one broadcaster do not intrude into the
"licence area" of another.

To gain approval for satellite service,
you must prove that a specific location
(home) while inside of a l icence area is
for technical reasons unable to receive
the signal(s) that is/are "l icensed" to
serve that home. Such areas are called
"Blackspots" and they exist because the
science of predicting coverage from a
terrestrial VHF or UHF TV transmitter
is not perfect. Blackspot applications
require you to prove a negative, always
difficult.

The ABA goes out of its way to make
it even more difficult. The procedure
involves placing a test antenna on a 10
metre mast at the viewer's location and
measuring signal level. Ten metres is
soecified. "because that ls
international standard'
" nteqsurements at this height
statisticalllt repeatable" although

ABA admits, "the majority of viewers get adequate pictures
with lower antenna heights."

The chart (below, top) shows the minimum signal level (they
call it median field strength) which will "provide an
acceptable grade of service when received with a (typical)
receiver in the absence of interference, ghosting and

man-made noise." Go back and read that
again. Because the ABA then deviates
from hard measurements by adding.
" Reception may be considered
inadequate at field strengths higher than
listed vvhere interference from other
services, ghosting or man-ntade noise
are (sic) present."

In addition to the hard measurement.
the test person is also asked to grade
(qualif,) the reception using the ITU
Picture Quality Scale (below, left). This
scale involves the observer making a
value judgement as to the "amount" of
degradation present without regard to the
signal level. You could have 90 dBuV of
signal measured and still be Pl if an
electric fence controller nearby was
arcing creating jagged lines of
interference in the picture and bursts of
noise in the sound. Any field strengths
calculated below those in the table above
are automatically qualified for Blackspot

an
and,
are
the

Band TV channels mimimum
median field

strength

0 ,  1 , 2 50 dBuV/m

il 3 , 4 , 5 50 dBuV/m

ltl 5A, 6, 7, 8, 9,
9 A , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2

50 dBuV/m

IV 2 8  - 3 5 62 dBuVlm

V 3 6 - 6 9 67 dBuV/m

ITU Grade Picture 0uality lmpairment

Excellent lmperceptible

4 Good Perceptible

Fair Slight annoying

I Pool Annoying

I Bad Very annoying

I  S T E P 0 N E :  |  |  S T E p T W o :  I  I S T E p T H R E E : l  l S T E p F 0 u R : l  I  S T E p F | V E :  I
I Insrall | | Inserr2.06 | | ABC,SBS I I Card | | gDrirr.t I
I  

s v s t e m  
| +  |  c A M , * c a r d  | # |  r u r n - o n  | + l  

" u p s r a d e d "  
|  + l z . o o . z . o s c n u r I

Faced with extraordinary delays in "complet ing" a system, many wi l l  f ind a "short-cut" to turning on the
commerc ia l  s ta t ions  wh ich  fea ture  the  ne twork  p rogramming o f  7 ,9  and 10 .
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approval, regardless of the P quality
number. So you can gain ABA approval
by having too little signal (below the
rninimums specified in the table), or, by
having adequate signal "strength" but
also having interference that impairs the
reception. But are these not the same
criteria as were put into effect February
2000?

They are with some new wrinkles and
it will be the new requirements that you

broadcasters. There is more. Although
Aurora is classified as a "free to air" (as
in, no subscription fee) service to
qualified viewers, by making the satellite
broadcaster a pivotal junction in the
approval procedure, we have elevated
Central 7, lmparja, GWN and WIN to a
new status that is almost identical to
Foxtel and Austar pay-TV operations.
You don't get to view their services
unless they approve and in lieu of

collecting monthly revenue for serving the viewers, they are
allowed to pass judgement on whether individual viewers are
up to their standards. It is pay-TV without pay - for the time
being. Can collecting annual or monthly fees be far behind?
In the end - it will be the "time element"

How long does it take to get a permit for a firearm? A
driver's licence? A passport? A permit to build a house?

Why should something as common to life as being able to
enjoy quality television reception require a bureaucratic
blizzard of paperwork, a trail for that paperwork that wanders
over half of Australia, and months of waiting time for the
application to be processed? The answer: Terrestrial
broadcasters don't want the Aurora commercial service
platform to grow - anymore, at qll. The ABA is either an
unwitting accomplice or a willing backer of this plan and thus
we have a procedure that could have only been created by a
bureaucrat doing the bidding of a master.

They hope and expect you will tire of the wait, that your
satellite system customer will lose interest in the project, that
you will have money invested which you cannot collect on for
such a long time that as a business you become bankrupt. In
short, you, and your customer, will go away. LVithout satellite
reception.

will find most uncomfortable. For example, imagine yourself
with a van mounted lOm mast that slides up and down and you
are at the viewer's site making measurements. Here's
something threatening:

"The min imum median f ie ld s t rength is  the f ie ld
strength exceeded at 5O% of locations , 5Oo/o of the

t ime,  in  an area of  approximately  200 metres square."
Translation? A potential "gotchal "

As the installer, your job is to accurately determine the
signal levels present, record them, and prove (on paper) the
qualification of that site for Aurora reception. The satellite
signal provider's job (at Imparja, Central 7, WIN and GWN)
is to take your measurements and convince both the ABA and
the terrestrial broadcaster in who's "licence area" you were
located when testing that this particular spot is indeed a
blackspot.

The terrestrial broadcaster's job is to prove you are wrong,
that the home already has adequate terrestrial TV reception,
and they do not quali$ for Aurora service. Which brings us
back to "...in qn area of opproximately 200 metres squere."

A quarter acre section has 1,210 square yards - and mixing
metres and yards, approximately 6 of the mythical "200 metre
square" segments. The terrestrial broadcaster, battling to keep
satellite out of the viewer's home, can and will argue that you
did two things wrong when you made measurements:

l) Selected the "wrong" 200 metres square to make your
measurement.

2) Did not make the measurement over a long enough period
of time to qualify it for the "50% of the time" standard.

So v,ho decides u,hich 200 metres square is the acceptable
location for the test, and who decides how long you should
make measurements over in order to determine if the signal
level is (a) below the measurement standard 50% of the time,
or, (b) impaired by some form of interference 50% of the time
- or more?

The ABA knows that by defining the measurement tests in
this manner an entirely new opporfunity for terrestrial
broadcasters to challenge the applications has been created.
One suspects with justification these new refinements were
created by an engineer or engineering team paid or heavily
encouraged by the terrestrial broadcasters.

"By the time the terrestrial broadcaster has filed multiple
challenges against the application, either the satellite TV
broadcaster who has to approve it before filing with the ABA
or the individual making the tests or the home owner have
given up the fight - that's how I see it coming down" observes
a well known equipment distributor.

In effect, Aurora is a victim of its own success. "Too many"
applications for Aurora systems have been filed in the first
year at the ABA and what we see here is a deliberate attempt
to shut down the flow of applications by making the process
too difficult and too easily micro-managed by terrestrial

For licensing of hotels
and corporate subscribers

CNN International
ESPN Sports

CNNfn (CNN Money)
Turner Classic Movies

8I Cartoon Network
BBC World

CNBC Australia
NHK World Premium

Bloomberg

Gontact John Martin, Television Oceania
645 Harris Street, Ultimo NSW 2007 Australia

Tel: +61 292814481 Fax: +61 292124464
Emai l  :  jmart in@tvoceania.com



@NE STOP SH@P
for ALL of your professional satellite needs!

ANTENNAS!
Al l  s izes f rom 65cm to 4.9m!

Al l  shapes!
And when only  qual i ty  wi l l  do

LNB, LNB(fls!
r  C-band (17K,  vo l tage

swi tch ing)
o Ku-band (O.8dB,  pr ime,  of fset )

r Digi-Ready PLL
o High Stabil i ty

o Low Phase Noise
. 2.3 GHz MMDS integrated
CalAmp, Strong and more!

WATCH THIS SP.ACE!

Unwrapping soon.
More comput ing power than

a Pentium equipped PC -

The PHOENIX 333 Cl
Super Receiver!

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU . THE DEALER!
STRONG AUST realises you are in the front line of this industry,

that you want more from a distributor than merely lip service and here
today - gone tomorrow products and prices. The industry is changing
and so ore we - growing with you to provide backup seryice you can

depend upon to help you through difficult installs, unreliable
equipment. You have afriend at STRONG AUST!

Head Office: 321 Chesterville Rd. Moorabbin East.
Victoria Australia Ph: 61 3 9553 3399 Fax: 61 3 9553 3393

All oroducts available throueh following distributors:
Strong Aust (Victoria) Tel: (03) 9553 3399
Southern Satellite Communications (SA)

Tel: (08) 8299 0644
Network Satellite Services (NSW) Tel: (02\ 9742 3098

Norsat (Western Australia) Tel: (08) 9451 8300
Nationwide Antenna Systems (Qld) Tel (07) 8252 2947

Mathews Electronic Service (New Zealand)
Tel: (09) 634 5130 or 0800-777-376 outsidqofAuckland
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CABTES/CONNECTORS!
.  Huge  range  RG6,  RG11

I  dual ,  quad,  f looded,
messenger

o 5 core tracking system
-by metre or by reel-

Times Fibre and Commscope!

ACCESSORTES!
I  f ly leads

I  wal lp la tes
o feed horns

I tools
. tapes
. poles

I decktite
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only a bureaucrat could have created this one
The ABA suggests, "The 

field strength of a television service
is measured using a typical consumer antenna of known gain,
suitable for reception of the service being measured. The
antenna is raised to a l0 metre height and rotated (oriented) for
the best reception."

"The reception assessmer?/, measured results and factors
used in the calculation ofthe received field strength need to be
recorded (see form, p. 10 here) and forwarded (first to the
satellite broadcasters - see list p. 14, and then ) to the ABA."

"The 
field strength is either read directly from a field

strength meter, into which the antenna gain and system losses
have been entered as an antenna calibration factor (often
known as the k-factor), or, calculated from the measured
terminal voltage and system gains and losses. A spectrum
analyser can be used to measure terminal voltage as the peak
sync tip of the vision carrier of the television service."
The k-factor

What they are trying to explain in their convoluted
engineeringese is that the table appearing on p. 14 here
("Minimum median field strengh") is the signal level that
would be measured on a cut-to-channel "dipole antenna"
(SaIFACTS #71,72,73). A dipole antenna has no gain, is
"statistically repeatable" for the same results each time, and
oh-by{he-way has a directional pattem that is about was wide
as a barn door (typically 120 degrees azimuth at the 3 dB
"gain" points). To determine whether the signal level you
measured is in fact directly comparable to the signal level that
would be measured with a cut-to-channel (0 dB gain) dipole,
the ABA provides a formula which backs out any antenna gain
greater than 0 dB, adds back the cable loss in the coax that
connects the ten metre high test antenna to the signal level
measurement device, and if you used a masthead amplifier
when making measurements, backs out that gain as well. For
their turning a very simple exercise into a mathematical
formula which only its creator could be fond ol the ABA gets
a "10." For ease ofapplication they rate a "1."

The key in their formula is "/m" which means the amount of
signal actually present within the defined physical area
occupied by the test receiving antenna. Any "added" gain has
to be accounted for and "washed out" ofthe test results - a l0
dB gain antenna has to be reduced in their formula to a 0 dB
gain antenna while coax cable /oss between the test antenna
and the on-ground meter has to be added back in (to reflect the
"real" field strength present up there at the antenna terminals).
The formula looks complicated if you are not accustomed to
doing math in your normal routine - it is not (although the way
it is presented by the ABA is cumbersome and tedious -
perhaps on purpose).

You can do this (and accurately complete their form) without
losing sleep or hiring a mathematician (see our short course to
the right) even ifyou flunked algebra in school and never use a
calculator to even balance your cheque book. If the ABA - as
we strongly suspect - is setting out to make your life more
difficult, including this calculation is an unfortunate
opporrunity they have taken to make you screw up your
application form. Remember - an incomplete form will sit on
somebody's desk for months without action.

Makine your life more complicated

E : V + K
Where: E is the f ie ld strength in dBuV/m;

V is the terminal vol tage of the vis ion carr ier in
dBuV (using a peak reading - sync t ip detector)

K is the antenna factor for the channel measured

The antenna factor,  K, is f requency dependant and
incorporates al l  of  the gains and losses in the

system:
K = F - G a - G d + L c - Z - C

Where: F is the measurement frequency in dB
relat ive to a 1 MHz reference (F -  2Ologtf(MHz)l

Ga is ampl i f ier gain in dB ( i f  ampl i f ier is used)
Gd is antenna gain in dB relat ive to a cut to

channel dipole (a dipole is 2.1 dB more than the
gain of an isotropic source - see SF#68, p. 12)

Lc is loss of the cable from antenna to instrument.
in dB, at the frequency of the test

Z is the system impedance in dB; typical ly Z =
l O t o g ( 7 5 )  w h i c h  e q u a t s  1 g . g

C is a constant,  14.9 dB, appl ied to correct for the
units used and converts the signal voltage to a field

strength (the signal measured with a signal level
meter is NOT the same as the f ie ld strength)

Their  example: a channel 9 service with no
ampli f  ier,  3 dB of cable loss and 1O dB of antenna

gain -  the K-factor would be:
K  =  2 O l o g ( 1  9 6 . 2 5 ) - O - 1 0  +  3 - 1 8 . 8 - 1 4 . 9

K  =  5 . 2 d B
So what do you do with this calculat ion? Use i t  to

complete box-line 1O on "Servrces proposed for
reception" form appearing here on page 12.

Int imidated by log funct ion calculat ions? No need.
Go to Dick Smith and spend $34.9b for the Casio

FX82 Scient i f ic Calculator which has memory
posit ions into which you can load the formula for

one or two button answers everv t ime!

cut to channel dipole

T."'-""-^
lL'n"";:::,
ft

10m
height

75 ohm
coax
down

signal
level
meter
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300-75 ohms



ENTH USIASTS !
We goofed! ! !And ordered t00 many of  these 1.8m USA manufactured mesh d ishes.  Now
our warehouse is f i l led and we have to tr im down the stock 0n this hot, 4 panel dish i tem.

Polar  mount .  You reap the benef i t  o f  our  mistake at  just  Au$280.  (Cat  # D 1475)

SURGE PROTECTOR!
Don't r isk l ightening damage to your valuable satel l i te TV equipment or PC. Instal l  this
high voltage arrestor r ight at the input socket to minimise the danger! Great device

(sorry ,  wi l ln0t  pr0tect  against  smal larms f i re) .  Au$22 (Cat  # X1480)

w
Nffi';#
t?*'ffi

12 *utt M0THER of r l t  po
Avo id the ,mba ' 'u , '@downwi thunsateoouueadapters .Aneven
dozen power outlets for today, t0m0rrow and your fulure needs. compare at Au$42. (Cat #

P 2000)

PUT IT ATt TOGETHER With A DUAI BAND C()MBINER!
Mir .u*
the t ime and expense of an addit ional cable run, dri l l ing holes through walls, running into

plumbing p ipes and e lect r ica lwi res!  Great  for  h igh r ise bui ld ings.  Use a s tandard lF sp l i t ter
l ike our  X1550 to feed severa l  receivers.  Au$3b.  (Cat  #1750)

CUT 0UT al l  of those extra REM0TES!
Hey-you  r t r r  w rong  one  and

switch off your toi let water when trying to change channels. End it  al l .  Cut to the core
of the problem with our 4-way "lntel l igent" A/V switcher. use with Sat TV, DVD, cable
and m0re. Detects and switches the active input to 2 paral lel 0utputs. Perfect with a

Video Sender !  Au$89.  (cat  #T1951)

ANATOGU E RECEIVERS !
We scoured the junkyards of Asia to bring you this one! Another landfi l l  special, these
famous name receivers are remote control,250 channel, stereo audio, UHF output, on

screen display, 2 inputs. These are not new but near new and guaranteed for 1 2 months.
Au$25 each- less i f  you purchase more than 1!  (Cat # R4000)

"0UTBACK" Flux Gate Gompass. This hand held digital compass reads azimuth bearing directly and has a unique self calibrating feature that
cOmpensates for residual magnetic fields. This means y0u can use it around steel dish structures without losing accuracy. Au$180. Cat# 1080.

The best IRD we have ever tested! Humax lCRl 5400 embedded lrdeto. Pre-toaded wirh ail Aurora
t ransponders,  wi l l receive a l l  C-band (" )  FTA channels .  Excel lent  EPG, exc lus ive "prev iew" feature.  AND.2 Cl  s lo ts
suppor t ing both l rdeto and Mediaguard CA p lat forms.4000 channelcapabi l i ty ,0 /12v and DiSEqC, RS232 sof tware

upgrades.  Specia l in t roductory pr ice for  SatFACTS readers-Au$895 whi le  they last .  A s t rong US$ means the pr ice on
th is  must  g0 up 0n next  sh ipment !  (Cat  #R3200)  * .ca l l for  la test  l is t .

AV-COMM PTY LTD {AcNoo2r74178)
P.O. Box 225 Balgowlah NSW 2093 Australia
TEL: 612 9939 4377 FAX: 612 9939 4376

Web: http://www.avcouun.corn.au Ernail: sales@avcornrn.coln.au
You are welconte to join our E-rnail Newsletter Service:

just send E-rnail to addme@avcornm.com.au
* Pr ices do not  inc lude shipping but  do inc lude Austra l ian GST i f  appl icable.
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A trade association for users, designers,
installers, sellers of private satellite-direct

systems in the Pacific Ocean & Asia Regions
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FM in your future?
For almost as long as there has been radio broadcasting, it

cost big bucks to start-up a radio station and even more bucks
to keep it operating until advertising support catches up with
operating costs. Some creative people have built their own
stations from scratch (in fact - when radio began in the early
1920s, all stations were home built until Bell Telephone began
building and selling commercial AM radio transmitters in
1923) but that has become progressively more difficult as
technology has gone to solid state and governments have
demanded increasingly more stringent operating specifications
from transmitters before they can be placed into commercial
service. Australia and New Zealand, for example, like most
Asian countries, require that an FM transmitter be "approved"

which is bureaucracy for "having completed a series of tests to
determine the transmitter will not create interference to other
users of the radio spectrum." Generally, an FCC (Federal
Communications Commission - USA) "type approved" FM or
AM transmitter will sail through such approvals in other
countries simply because the USA testing system is very
demanding.

This has kept transmission equipment prices high, and this in
turn has kept the broadcasting family confined to financially
well heeled individuals or corporations with big reserves. A
recent change in FCC policy, allowing (FM) stations with as
little as I watt to be licensed to serve "neighbourhoods" or
smaller rural communities, has changed all of the rules of
broadcast equipment. The FCC's concept is that in America,
big cities are made up of hundreds or thousands of individual
neighbourhoods, and as often as not a neighbourhood is ethnic
(Italian, Spanish, Greek or some other group). Big-time radio
stations operating with thousands or tens of thousands of watts
of power cover the full city and because of their expensive

equipment and high profile operations must cater not to an
Italian neighbourhood but rather to the city as a whole.
"Neighbourhood" or "community" radio is an attempt to put
broadcasting back in the hands of common folks who have
messages of importance not for an entire city but rather for a
segment of a city or metropolitan region.

This new "LPFM" (low power FM) world offers some
innovative, new, financially possible opportunities for islands
in the Pacific, rural towns in larger countries as well as the
ethnic or religious neighbourhoods that make up metropolitan
areas. It is now possible, practical, to create an entire LpFM
station complete down to the last microphone, antenna,
connector and piece of cable for under US$2,500. Moreover,
because an entirely new family of LPFM equipment has been
designed specifically for this level of broadcaster, the
technology is not only very current (as current as the most
recent discoveries) but also extremely non-technical to put into
practice. You no longer have to be rich, or be a technical
guru, to build and operate a "community FM station."

So how might you programme your own FM station? It
happens that with your satellite (DTH) experience, you are
probably over qualif ied to begin with. English language
programming is plentiful in a radio format, and most of it is
available to you through a satellite dish and receiver, to be
"plugged into" your LPFM station at absolutely no cost to you
for the programming! World Radio Network (WRN),
transmitting within the European Bouquet (AsiaSat 2), is one
prime example. This 24 hour per day all-English service
features the very best of international radio broadcasters fiom
North America (USA, Canada). Europe (Switzerland, France.
Germany, Holland, Sweden and others). A piece of shielded
wire running from the audio output on a satellite receiver to
the input of an LPFM transmitter and you are on the air with

MEMBERSHIP IN SPACE
Membership in  SPACE Paci f ic  is  open to any ind iv idual  or  f i rm involved in  the "sate l l i te-d i rect"

wor ld  in  the Paci f ic  and Asia reg ions.  There are four  levels  of  membership cover ing " lnd iv iduals , "

the " lnsta l ler /Dealer , "  the "Cable/SMATV Operator , "  and the " lmpor ter /Dis t r ibutor /programmer."

All  levels receive periodic programme and equipment access updates from SpACE, signif icant
d iscounts on goods and serv ices f rom many member f i rms,  and major  d iscounts whi le  at tending

the annual .SPRCS ( industry  t rade show) each year  (September 27 -  29 in  Melbourne -  2OO1 -
where you wi l l  be able to  actual ly  bu i ld  a low power FM stat ion dur ing the t rade conference to

take home and put  on the a i r ! ) .  Members a lso par t ic ipate in  po l icy  creat ion forums,  have
correspondence t ra in ing courses avai lab le and the i r  suppor t  makes poss ib le  the TV show SpACE
Paci f ic  Repor t .  To f ind out  more,  contact  ( fax)  64-9-406-1083.  Page space wi th in  SatFACTS is

donated each month to  the t rade associat ion wi thout  cost  by the publ isher .

I



static free service 24 hours a day! In the ethnic world, virtually
every television broadcaster within and separate from the
European bouquet has companion same-langu ge (ethnic) radio
programming riding along on the same transponder. One could
easily "package" five hours per day of Italian, four hours of
Greek, five hours of Vietnamese and so on into a service that
was tailored to meet the needs of the community being served.

This gets you on the air with no real cost except for the
initial equipment and a small amount of money per month for
electricity. Once on the air, you can then learn how to become
a professional "local" broadcaster as well, first by adding
commercial messages from local businesses, later by
expanding into a few local shows each day. Commercial
messages (advertising) produces revenue and your
"community station" just turned into a business. In fact with
the transmitting antenna on a mast above your roof and the
transmission equipment on a shelf in your shop or even
bedroom, you could actually make money the first month
simply because your overhead is virtually zero.

Moreover, by lashing together an FM radio receiver and a
second transmitter at a new location some distance from the
first transmitter, you would be able to create a "chain" of
stations to cover an ever expanding geographic region. The
receiver picks up (off the air) the first transmitter, plugs the
received programming into the second transmitter and you are
off and running in a new direction.

One of the primary motivations behind the development of
LPFM stations in the USA was the rapid growth of unlicensed,
"pirate" stations there; several thousand plus. The FCC finally
decided it could not beat this popular revolution and created a
new radio service to serve their needs. And now this
technology is being exported to the rest of the world.

-Fr-

SOmStaf #:E:f,#"^'"*f,HS##HHYftf,
COMSTAR Algitat receiver model FTA CS-5500

COMSTAR digitallanalogue receiver model C5-6000

COMSTAR digital/analog/positioner model CS-9800

2.4 GHzvideo sender

BENIAMIN analogue receiver model BEN-4400

COMSTAR mesh dishes antennas 2.3 to 3.2m

IONSA dishes o.6s to 2.4m
ZINWETL LNer(C. Ku)

IMAGE LNBr
SPACE TV "Box"

C 8t T SATELLITE SERVICES PTY. LTD.
ACN 086028882

Unit 2, 1 Stockwell Place, Archerfield, BRISBANE +toa AUSTRALIA tel61-7-3255,514015211 fax 61-7-3255-5126

brokere of new and ueed an0ennas.
All eizee / makee EoyeLher with

aooo ci ate d f iELin qo and eopi?menv.

Your one stop soutce for antenuas and satellite
electronics for the ENTIRE Pacific region.

We now offer a full range of sateilite equipment
designed for your particular

pemonal or professional requirements.
including: 2.4 to 13 metre antemas, feed

horns, mounts, LNBs, digttal and analogue
rcceiveru, geostationary and incliued orbit
nanual and automatic trackiug qrstems,

cable and fittings.

Most equipment avai lable on short  or  long
term leases. H.P. also avai lable.
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Solar outage - noise again
Planet earlh has a natural "tilt" with reference to our sun and

this ti l t creates seasons in the earth's lower atmosphere. On or
about June 22 the sun is most directly over the northern
hemisphere creating the longest daylight-day of the year for
Asia, America and Europe. On that same day, the southern
hemisphere has the shortest daylight-day of the year. Six
months later, on or about December 22nd, the roles are
reversed.

In between those fwo dates (called respectively summer and
winter solstice in the north, winter and summer solstice in the
south) the position of the sun in your sky each day is
constantly moving, swinging like a pendulum between the two
solstice limits. If you lived on the earth's equator, the sun
would be directly overhead (straight up with no apparent
"north" or "south" bias) twice each year because of this
pendulum motion: On or about March 21, and again on
September 22. These fwo dates are called the equinox periods.

Your satell i te dish, whether fixed on a single bird or tracking
through the Clarke belt, has its "boresight" (the cone of
maximum reception sensitivity - dish gain) aligned with a spot
some 36,000 kilometres directly above the earth's equator
because this is where the satellites reside. So we have three
elements here - fwo of which do not move (your satellite's
boresight relative to the Clark belt, and the Clarke belt itselfl
and one of which does move (the day to day position of the
sun relative to the equator). It follows that at some point over a
full year, the sun's position will be not only directly above the
equator but also directly above (beyond) the satellite.

When this happens, the boresight of the dish "sees" the
satellite and it also "sees" the sun as well, with the sun sitting
behind the satellite and approximately 93 million miles further
"out. "

The sun's normal activity is the burning of gases and the
slow decay of gaseous elements. When gases burn they
become very "excited" (as well you would too if subjected to
the same heat). Gases that ignite and burn, or change
composition, give off (radiate) radio flequency noise. Think of
the sun as a giant (humungus) static noise generator. This
noise is extremely powerful and very broadband in frequency
coverage. This particular type of noise is called "white noise"
because it has no centre liequency, no apparent "modulation"

and it is quite even in signal 'strength 
over a very large

spectrum (essentially from AM radio through the upper
rnicrowave ranges).

When a satell i te dish "sees" the sun the solar noise mixes
with the satell i te signal. The noise level is more or less
constant. but the sun's position relative to the boresight of the
dish is not. A larger dish (3.7m) has a tighter boresight and

Solar noise is all about
"alignment" - the boresight
of your receiving dish system
is locked on the Clarke orbit belt
as the sun travels behind the belt

Day one

off boresight

Day two

Day three

The geostationary belt is "f ixed" and your dish's boresight
is also fixed. The only moving element is the sun's track

across the sky during equinox periods.'

solar noise level two

signal 2 and3

solar noise level days 1, 3

noise floor

solar noise is a reduction in s/nr (signal to noise ratio)

3.7m dish

day 3

D a y 2 - o n
boresight
day 1

day 5

day 4
2.4m dish

Day 3

day 2

day 1

tno|.mal

l"n'
Y

Smaller, t ighter
beamwidth of
3.7m reduces
solar outage time
over physically
smaller, but
larger beamwidth
2.4m antenna

sun path thru
boresight beamwidth

l

sun

3.7m

2Am



"sees" the sun for a shorter period of t ime than a 2.4m dish
with a larger boresight pattern.

The boresight pattern is a "circle" telescoped into space. The
further flom the dish the pattern "rests" the larger the area it
includes (l ike water spil l ing on the sidewalk and slowly
spreading out to cover a larger area).

Ifyou reside on the equator. the satell i tes are dead overhead
and your satell i te dish points "straight up." If you l ive south of
the equator, your satellite dish points up and north while living
north of the equator means your dish points south and up.
These are important elements determining when you
experience solar noise. Generally speaking, on the equator the
dish aligns with the satell i te and the sun on or around March
2l and September 22. The further south you live ffom the
equator, or the further north, the greater the "date offset" from
being on the equator. ln March, "solar alignment" occurs for
those north ofthe equator prior to the 2lst but for those south,
after the 2lst. In September, a reversal; l iving south gets you
the alignment before September 22, living north produces it
after the 22nd. Remember the sun's position is moving from
south to north in March and north to south in September (thus
explaining the offset in dates).

There will be one day out of 3 or 5 or more when the sun's
pathway (moving from east to west across your s$i) is
squarely in the middle of your boresight pattern. This will be
the day of maximum solar outage - the strength of the sun's
noise will be highest (because your dish is pointed squarely at
the sun), the period of t ime during which the solar outage
occurs wil l be longerthan for days either side of the peak day.
You can see why this is so with the diagrams on the preceding
page. When the sun's path moves through the centre of your
boresight. it is passing through a "circle" pattern in space

which is widest in the middle. The wider the circle, the longer
the noise lasts and the stronger the noise is at its peak.

Solar noise at C-band is slightly stronger than at Ku band.
But our Ku antennas tend to be smaller which means the
boresight pattern as seen liom space is much larger. The effect
is you have a shorter outage period on C-band but a stronger
dose of interference there.

Solar noise, white noise, is randomly excited molecules. It
begins to be seen on an analogue picture as a modest increase
in sparklies (noise bits). If it is the first day, the noise bits are
very modest and because the "boresight circle" is not very
wide across, it lasts perhaps a few minutes at most. But on day
2. the sun's pathway is through a wider portion of the circle
which means a longer outage with greater strength. On the
peak day, the longest outage and the strongest signals - then
descending over the next few daysjust as it began.

Digital signals see white noise as interference and when the
noise bits override enough of the signal bits, the image locks
upjust as ifyou had yanked the downline cable out ofthe It(D
input. Leave it alone - as the sun passes through the boresight
circle the digital image will begin to reform then lock and
return to its pre-outage quality.

If you have access to a spectrum analyser, it can be
educational and amusing to "watch" the sun cross the boresight
of the dish. The noise floor at the bottom of the display begins
to rise, you can see the signal to noise ratio (s/nr) erode as the
analogue or digital signal struggles to function.

The smaller the dish - the longer the outage over more days.
On peak outage day, it may last anyplace from 3 to l5 minutes
depending upon the "size" of the boresight pattern in space.
Coming up late March and early April for dishes to the south,
and early to mid March for dishes in the north!

MELBOURNE
SATELLITES PIL

ACN 065 270 733

Established 1992

Direct importers and suppliers of the following world renown produats.

KTI
ORBITRON
PATRIOT
JONSA

ANDREW

Full range of cables, splitters and connectors.

Phone, fax or write for our 2001 Product SATalogue.

Sales/Warehouse - 84 Bayfield Road, Bayswater Victoria
Construction Services - 13 Elsum Avenue, Bayswater Victoria
Postai Address - PO Box 901 , Bavswater lt153 Vicroria Australia

GARDINER
CALIFORNIA AMPLIF[ER

MTI
CHAPARRAL

ADL

Phone: (03) 9738 0888
Fax: (03) 9729 8276

ECHOSTAR
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

NOKIA
IKUSI

DX
,&

www.  melbournesate l l i tes .com.au sa les@melbou rnesate l l i tes .  com.  au
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In Monsolis 3828/322H 2 3/4 8f.397)
APTNA-O 3799/35 lFI 3/4 5(.63

WTN Jer/Lon 3794t360H J/4 5(.63
Reuters/Sino 3775t375H 3/4 5(.63
WorldNt/US 3764/1]86H I + 20 radio 3/4 6(. r00)

irnnin/SwnJ 3734/1416H 3t4 4(.418)
v.rlt 3127/1423H 314 4(.418)

uJrarvDt! I 3720/1430H 3/4 4r.418)
Hubei TV 3713/1437H 3/4 4(.418)

IIenar/Main 3706/t444H 3/4 4(.418)
Ecl,pilNilesat 3640/i5l0H 7+. radio 3/4 27(.850)

As2/100.5 Feeds 4086/1064V 3t4 5(.632)
TVSN 4033t11r7V 3t4 4(.298)

Jilin Sat TV 3875/1275V 3/4 4(.418)
Beiiins TV 3864/1286V 3/4 4( 418)
{-ir ^--r:-. 3834/13 l6V 4(.418)

JSTV 3827 I 1323V 3/4 4(.4 r 8)
AnhuiTV 382011330V Jt+ 4(.4i8)

llrqcn* iAfrf 38 I  3 / l  337V 5 t 4 4(.418)
ruan/{r.I' I V 3806/1344V J I q 4(.4r8)
Fashion TV 3795/1355V ) l q 2(.53 3)

MSTV 379111359V 3i4 4(.3401
Myawady 3766t1384Y 7/8 5(.080)
Saudi TVI 3660/1490V I (?) 3t4 27(.500)

As3S/105.iZee bououet 3700/450V 9TV - t t+ 27(.500)
DTV Banela 3749/401V ITV 3/4 4(.340)
Ariranc TV 37s5/395V 1 7/8 4(.418)

NowTV 3760/390llz 2 7t8 26(.000)
Star TV 3780t370V l7(+)TV 3/4 28(.100)
Star TV 3860/290V l4(+)TV 3/4 27(500)
Star TV 3880/27011 l2(+)TV 7/8 26{.850)
CNNI 3960/ 190H 4(+IfV J t + 26(.000)

Star TV 4000/150H 7(+)TV 7/8 26(.850)
StmTV 4095/1055H I 3/4 5(.554)

CCTV bot 4115/1035H 4(+) TV l 9{.850)
T.eeBqt#2 4 1 35/101 5V 4(+) TV l t : 1 5{.000)

Cakl/107.i Indovision
{S-band)

2.536,2.566,
2.596,2.626

33(+) TV 7E 20(.000)

'Koml / l { ) l lests 3580/1570H l+ Tv ) I + zu(.000)
c2M/l i3E TPI 4185/965V t 5(.700'

lh NewsAsi: 40"71/10'l9H 3 J t + l4{.060)
Antele 4055/095V I -)t q 6(.s l0)

Space TV 4000/150H I lTV, radio 3/4 26(.666\
ETTV Shon 379013601-t I )t+ 3(.050)
I Net Tarwar 37601390H I ITV, radio 25(.666,

# Program
Channels

CMM music FIA
3 Angels USA, Ch of Hope, + 9 radio

SCPC" weaker than 3910 abore
sometimes FTA" 2 adult chs

CA but occ. FTA
FTA OV5 tel€t€xt); now includes RTPi
oocasional feeds, some FTA MPEG2

FTA SCPC. radio APID 81
FTA: #l Moncolian" #2 Mandarin

CA: some FTA

FTA: up to 20 radio charurels
FTA SCPC. radio APID 256

FTA SCPC. telete\t- radio APID 81
FTA SCPC. +radio APID 80
FTA SCPC, mdio APID 80

Thru TARBS Aust, subs now OK

CA and FTA, SCPC" not full trme

FTA SCPC- + radio

FTA SCPC. radio APID 8l
FtA SCPC. radio APID 257

FTA SCPC. reload VPID 308- APID 256

FTA SCPC - difficult to load

PowVu but FTA at this time

also cheok 3900/1250V1. same #s
NDS CA €ace DVS2 1 I, Zrnith)

NDS CA Gaoe DV2l1.lZenith) + I FTA
PowVu CA: some FTA feed charmels

NDS CA + info card FTA

CNBC. others in FTA test
FTA SCPAI NT

CHNews Asia FTA; VPID 33, APID 34

Receivers and Errata

to 5 chs FTA

SE Australia

FTA & CA

Occ. FT not same as Aust. version
FTA SCPC. +radio

FTA SCPC

ch8 FTA

NDSCA

New Zee News * here

FTA SCPC; NT

subs ar.ailable
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Bird Service RF/IF & # Program
Channels

FEC Msym

M/l I RCTI 3475/1675H 3/4 u(.000)
I cSaf3 / l  7 Miracle Net 3990/t 160V 3 u p t o 6 5/6 22(.000)

Asian bqt 3960/1 190V u o t o B 7A 30(.000)
1 Astro Mux I1 106H(+) up to 7TV 7/8 30(.000)

Mediasat 540H occ l+TV, lests 5/6 30(.800)
Mediasat 2.336\ 5TV,3ra. Inter. ) t7 30(.000)
Aurora 2.407V 30(.000)
Awora 2.532V inc Zee. ATV / t J 30(.000)
Aurora 2.595Y -t t+ 30(.000
Aurora 2.657V 5CA testins 2t3 30(.000)
Aurom 2.720V 30(.000

Austar/tests 2.376H 3/4 29(.473
Austar/Foxtl 2.438H 29(.473)
Austar.Fxtl 2.501H 3/4 29(1'73
Austar/Foxtl 2564H 3t4 29(.473\
Austar/Foxtl 2.626H 3/4 29(.473)
Austar/Foxtl 2.688H (some FTA ra) 5J+ 29(.473)

)n  R l  /16( ABC NT fd 2.260V lTV,3 radio 3/4 5(.026)
ABC feds 2.317H I Jt+ 6(.980)

; L P .  t Central ? 2.354H ITV )t+ 3(.688)
lmnaria mx 2.360H I 3/4 5(.424)
Mediasat#2 t2.404V1 5+? 30(.00)

SkI NZ 12 519t546V TTV1TTV 22(.500)
SKY NZ 581/608V 6TV/6TV 3/4 22(.s00)
Slf,' NZ 12.644/67 t\ 9TV 3/4 72(J00)
TARBS 2.526H 12+ TV 3/4 28(.0671
TARBS2 2.606H 6+TV 3/4 28(.067)

JEDI/TVB 2.686H 1 1 + T V J I + 28(.124)
Boomerang 2.725H 5 T V 7E 25(.7281
Disnev Pac 4140/1010H tvD 6 TV 5/6 28(. 1 25)
NHK Joho 4065/1085H 7TV. I radio 26(.470\
Japan Bqt 40501l00H 2 5 t + 12r.000)

ESPN USA 4020/ l30H 7+TV. data 7/8 26(.470)'
Discoverv 3980/l t70H 8 tlo 3/4 2'1(.690),

CalBqt/Pas8 3940/2loH up to 8TV 7/8 27(.690)
CNBCHK 3900/250H up to 7TV 3/4 27(.500\
Filipino Bq1 3880/270V r p t o 9 T V 28(.700)

Feeds 3854/296H I 6(. I 10)
Lakbav TV 381 3/ I 3/4 ) ( .044)
EMTV PNG 3808/342V I + 2 radio 3/4 5(.632)

CNNl 3780/370H 3 , u p t o 5 T V 3/4 25(.000)
MIV 3740/4 l0H E L I J 27(.500)

Pv Bouquet l? .290v 2+ TV, radio 2/3 .l /(.50u)
WAPowVu 12.637(.tV 4TV. 8 radio 1/2 i8(.500)
HK PowVu 4148/002v uo to8 2t3 24(.430],
Fox Bouquel 39921l58V 8TV/daia 1/8 76(.470)

Feeds 3966/ 184V 2/3 6(.620)
Feeds 3957 l93V Z I J 6(.624)
Feeds 3934i2 i6V 5t+ l0(.850)
Feeds 3912/238V 2t? 6( 620)
Feeds 3898/252V 2t3 12(.000)

Middle East 3836/3  l4V 4 w D l3( .33  I
Feeds 3803/l 347V 2/3 6(.620)
BBC + 3743/1407V 3/4 2i(.800)

CCTVPv 37t6/1434V 5 tvpioal 3/4 r 9(.850)
Feeds 4040/l i l0H -t t4 r0(.850)

MbcAiorea 398 I l69H 3t4 2(.942)

7th DvA.dv 3872/278H ) t+ 6(.620)
Feeds 3868/ t82H 2/3 6(.620
Feeds 3939/21tH 2 (t_\p N|SC) 2/3 ;(.620\n(.498

Cal PowVu 390 I 249H up to8 3 t 4 30(.800)
occ feeds 3854/296H 2/3 6(.620)
occ feeds 3794/356H ) t q 5(.560)
occ feeds 3785/365H 5(.560)

Receivers and Errata

some FTA. Herbalife

Austar l-TV tests

PowVu CA; NIV Int, F'uii TV

PowVu./CA (some audio FTA)
PowVu CA & f-TA @WTN/EB

occ. feeds, inc. Mediasat

was As2i PorvVu CA
PowV

-"*, CA/FTA fi"IA ch 3

PowVu (FTA) occ. feeds
PowVu (FTA} occ.
PowV occ. feeds
PowVu (FTA) occ. feeds

FTA" have tested CA: was 3778V

BBC FTA. others CA

PowVu occ. feeds

FTA NTSC-oco.

also SR 5.600, some FTA

FTA SCPC. Australia OK
PowVu, some FTA (ch # 1,3)

CA & FTA Ntso: Japan. Taiwan
Aust east coast b ml also I l. 168[Iz

cvrs Aust, NZ 90 cm; CA (*)
cvrs Aust, NZ 90 cm: CA (*)

CA, subscription available Australia

CA, subscription available Australia

move to 12.280
also 12.326^ 12.335: ex PAS8 Ku

NDS CA, subscription available NZ

NDS CA" subscription available NZ
TPG /Euodec CA, ooc. FTA

Tests. inc. ESPN. see TARBS above
Irdeto CA- some FTA tests

CA. subs avail Aust. CI\N F'fA

u CA & FTA;

PowVu CAt ch 11 DCP-CCP bootload

FTA at this time
Some FTA: also 4040V- 27.686-7/8

sometimes FTA; PowVu

CA: #7-8 FTA feeds
PowVuCA. WIN. ABC NT

PowVuCA. WAonlv -D9234
PowVuCA; some FTA

PowVu GTA) occ feeds

PowVu (FTA) occ. feeds

PowVu FTAI # pgm chs varies

was FTA- now CA

u) CA+FTA

also Sr 5.600- some FTA



Bird Service RF/IF &
Polaritv

# Progrrm
Charurels

FEC Msym

mc feeds 3776/13't4H 1 tvp 3/4
Feeds 3767/t38311 1 6(.620)

Satcom l-6 3743/1407H up to5 7t8 19(.
AFRTS 4177/973LHCiTV. l2+radic 3/4

I?01/1808 TNTV t 1.060v 3/4 30(.
Tele Fenua 1.168V 4 (1\ 3/4 l0( 100)
Canal+Sat I  i .610H l6TV, I radio

TVIiZ 4 95l95sRI{C 3/4 s(.632)
TVNZ/BBC 86/964RHC ) tq 5(.632)

TVNZ t 78/972RHC i 1/4 5r.632)
TVNZADtn 70l980RHC 3/4 s(.632\
TVNZ/feeds 61/989RHC I 3t4 s(.632)
RFO4anal+ 4086/i064L 4TV, radio 5t6
TVNZ/feeds t052l1098RHC 3t4 s632)
TVNZ feeds 4044/1 106R 3/4
NZ Pnme TV 4024/1126L 6(.876\
NBC to 7 Oz 3960/1 t90R 7E 6(44't\

Ioarana 37'12/1378L 3/4 4(.s66)
TvNZ 3846/1304R 3/4 5(.632\

10 Aushalia 37691381R 7n 20(.000)

occ feeds, ttrr FTA; also Sr 5.600

use unknown at this time

CA. l chFTA
DMVA{TL earlv version" oco tbds,

east hemi 20.5 dBw. to be 15.5 soon

SCPC, mixed CA and FTA feeds
PowVu CAt Auckland net tbeds

FTA SCPC: East Hemi Beam-Tahiti
SCPC, mixed CA & FTA, feeds
PowVu CA & FTA: #3 TBN

MPEG-2 DVB Receivers: (Data here believed accurate; we assume no responsibility for correctnessl)
ASTRX D 1000C1. SCPC, MCPC, two CAM slots, auto search routine. Review SF#78. LTG Mason 61-3-9157 1222.
AV€OMI, R3t00. FTA, excellent sensitivity (review SF May 1998); new version Sept. '99. Av-COMM Pty Ltd, 61-2-9939,4377.
Beniamin D86600€1. FTA, FoxteUAustar MCAM+card. Autosat Pty Ltd 61-2-9642-0266 (review SF#72)
Grundig DTR1100. Mfg by Panasat (SA), very similar to Panasat 630; out of production, lrdeto capable. See Av-COMM above.
Humax Fl-Gl. Primarily sold for TRT(Australia), does (limited) PowerVu (lot Optus Aurora approved).
Humax lCRl 5tl00. Embedded lrdeto + 2 CAM slots; initial units have NTSC glitch. Widely available, review SF#76.
Hyundai-TV/GOM. HSSl00B/G (Pacific), HSS-100C (China) FTA. Differentsoftware versions; 2.26t2.27 good performers, 3.11
and those with Nokia tuners also good; later 5.0 not good. SATECH (V2.26)
Hyundai HSS700. FTA, PowerVu, SCPC/MCPC. Review SF March 1999. Kristal Electonics,6l-74788-8902.
Hyundai HSS800C|. FTA, lrdeto (with CAM) + other CA systems, PowerVu, NTSC. Kristal Electronics, above: review SF#63.
MediaStar D7. FTA, preloaded M known services, exc. software (review SF July 1998). MediaStar Comm. lnt. 61-2-9618-5777
MediaStar D7.5. New (May 00) single chip FTA; review June 00 SF. MediaStar Comm. Int. 61-2-9618-5777
Multichoice (UECI 650. Essentially same as Australian 660, nat grey market contrary to reports. Sciteq tel 61-8-9306-3738
Nokia "d-box" (V1.7R. European, FTA, may only be German language, capable of Dr. Overflow software. Tricky to use.
Nokia 9200. When equipped with proper CAM, does Aurora, pay-TV services provided softrivare has been "modified'with Dr
Overflow or similar program was available from (www.BAKKERELECTRONICS.COM).
Nokia 9500/9600. Numerous versions for different world parts; nol distributed in Pacific but assistance from Av-Comm Pty Ltd.
Nokia 9E00. Latest single chip version, with Cl and lrdeto capable. No sofhrare for Pacific, Asia; not recommended.
Pace DVS211 . NDS CA (no FTA) for Star Asia, previously used for Indovision. (Sotution 42, 61-2-9820-5962)
Pace DGT400. Originally Galary (Now Foxtel+Austar). lrdeto, some FTAwith dfficulty (Foxtel Ausbalia 1300-360S18)
Pace DVRfll0. Original DGT400 modified for NBC (PAS-2) affiliate use, with CAM equivalent to DGT400 but more reliable.
Pace "Worldbox" (DSR-620 in NZ). Non-DVB compliant NDS CA including Sky NZ, no FTA; similar "Zenith'version.
Pacific Satellite DSR2000. Advises no longer current model; Clone of Mediastar D7 (see above)
Panasat 520/630/635. MCPC FTA, lrdeto capable, forerunner UEC 642,660. Out of production, spares fax ++27-31-593-370.
Panasonic TU-DSi0. FTA + lrdeto CA; one of 2 lRDs approved by Optus for Aurora, but no longer available in Australia.
Phoenix 111,222. PowVu capable, NTSC, graphics, ease of use. (1 11 review SF#57). SATECH(below)- 222 out of production
Phoenix 333. FTA SCPC, MGPC, analogue + dish mover. Detailed SF review Nov. 1998. SATECH 61-3-9553-3399.
Pioneer TS4. Mediaguard GA (no FTA), embedded Msym, FEC, only for Ganal+Satellite (AntenneCal ++687-43.81 .56)
PowerCom. FTA, PoWVu, NTSC, excellent sensitivity. NetSat 61 -2-9587-9903.
PowerVu (09223,9225,9234). Non-DVB compliant MPEG-2 unless loaded with software through ESPN Boot Loader (see
below). Primarily sold for proprietary CA (NHK, GWN+ PAS-2 Ku, CMT etc). Scientific Atanta 61-2-9452-3388.
Praxis 9800 ADP. FTA SCPC/MCPC, PowVu, analogue, positioner. SF review Dec'98; withdrawn ftom Pacific sale.
Prcsat 21023. FTA SCPC/MCPC, NTSC/PAL, SCART + RCA. Sciteq 61-8-9306-3738.
SatCruiser DSR-101. FTA SCPC/MCPC, PowVu, NTSC/PAL. (Skyvision Australia 61-3-9888-7491 , Tetsat 64-6-356-3749)
SatCruiser DSR-201P, FTA SCPC/MCPC, PowVu, NTSC/PAL, analogue, positioner - (Skyvision - see above).
Skandia SK888 (aka DigiSkan-SMS). FTA MCPC, lrdeto CAM+software upgrade. Out of production; Skandia 61-3-9819-2466
Strong SRT 4600. SCPC, MCPC, PowerVu; exc graphics, ease of use, review SF#64. Strong Aust 61-3-9553-3399.
Strong,f800. SCPC, MCPC, embedded lrdeto+ CAM slots, functions with Aurora. Strong Aust 61-3-9553-3399.
Sky 21lSJ 3000ci. Claims "clone" Hyundai HSS800ci; if so, poor copy. Runs very hot, reportedly burns up smart cards
UEC842. Designed for Aurora (lrdeto), approved by Optus; limited other uses. Norsat 61-8-9451-8300.
UEC660. Upgraded UEC642, used by Sky Racing Aust., Foxtel-limlted FTA. (Nationwide -61-7-3252-2947); P/S probtems.
VECTOOE2O. Single chip lrdeto built-in design for Foxtel; unfriendly for FTA. Power supply problems, seldom sold to consumers.
Xanadu. DVB compliant special receiver for members of SPACE Pacific (Av-comm Pty Ltd, tel +61-2-99394377)
Yuri HSS'100C. FTA, clone of Hyundai, V2.27 software custom to Australia (Nationwide-above).
Accessories:
Aurora smart cards. New v1 .6 now available, 1.2 no longer available for RABS.
Vl .8 available through Norsat 61 -8-9451-8300 at Ag1 07.50.

Price now A$105, Sciteq 61-8-9306-3738;

PowerVu Software Upgrade: PAS-8, 4020/1 130H2, Sr 26.470, 7/8; pgm ch 11 and follow instructions (do not leave early!)
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BIRD/
Location

STI/888

Gz28/96.5
Chinasat22/98

-8";;t" 
I

occ tests

aud. 5.5/6.6
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En

il

RF/IF & | Scnicc

3808/1342R

4178/972L

3765i 1 385R
4015/1  135L

3864/l  286V
3907/1243H
4034/r l  l6v
4087i 1063H
41 l0/1040H
41t3t1037V
4182/968H

38'71/1279H

3576/t574V
3554/l  s96V
3536/1 6 14V
3507/r643V
3489/166 I H

36-t5/)475R

3562/l  588V
3599/l  55 l  V
381 0/1 340V

DDl-National

3930/1220V
3970/l  l80V
3998/l  I  52V
4035/l  I  15V

4093/1057V

3 582/ I 568V
3675/t475R
3875/i275R
39 r611 234R
3935/12 I 5R
3710/1440H vTv1.2.4

3675/1475R
+ 3940/t210

4165i985I1

3882/1268V
3840/13 10V
3762lt 388V

BIRD/
Locetion

RF/IF &
Polaritv

Service Errata

(As2/100.58) 3885/265H WorldNet VOA subcrs
3980/ 70v RTPi (radio gone)

Exn. 9/103E 3675/475R RTR inc +/- 2.1
3875/275F' Vrk Apl

As3S/105.5E1640/510H Asia Plus China" 6.6
3660/490V Urdu TV Net \.6,7.2 audic
3680/470H CETV

FTAt 3800/350H Star Sport NTSC
(temp FTA) 3840/3 l0H Channel [Vl NTSC

FT 3920/230H Phoenix Ch NTSC
3980/l l70v Zee TV Asia (to shut

down)
4020/1 130V Sahara TV 6.2 .6 .8
4060/1090v lndusVision o . o ,  L I

4100/1050v PTV2AVorld
T'koml/108E 4000/i l50H !ests
)alaoC2/1137 4160/990H (France) TV5

4140/1010v Brunei + feeds
4120/1030H MTV Asia
4080/1070H Herbalife + tests
4040/ l l 0 H CNBC
J9701l80v CNINI
3880/270H Aust ATNT
3840/3 l0H .TVRI

tests
3742/408V RCl] lnslish subcr

AsSatl/122E 3677 4'73V Test card 3933/12t1H
lhinS 6/1 25F 4085/1065V feeds seldom seen
JcSat3/1288 3768/382V feeds occ., P5 NZ

4085/065V test card NTSC.6 .8
4160/050v CETV
3980/ I 70V CETVl
3900i 250V CETV2
4160/990H CCTVT

G25/1408 3675/1475R ORT Moscow inc. +/- 4.9
3875il275R feeds, tests

NTAP2/I42 5 3675t1475L RTR Mosccw +l- 3 dee inc
Gonzont 33 3675/t475R tests +/- 1 des inc

38'15t1275R RTR audio 7.5
3787/l  363H GMA Pl/2 s. eotr
4080/1070H test oard occ. use
1880/r270v test card, feeds not fulltime
3 865/1 28sii Napa test oard not fulltime

PAS21L69E 394011240\t Napa test card
SoNet4/l 72F 3920/1230Y unknown video

t802lt'74E 4 166/984R Feeds

4177/973R Fecds
4r661984R Feeds &om 1778
4187/963R Occ. feeds

I701l1808 4 I 87/963R Ooc. feeds
384 1/1 309L RI'C) East Beam

i
3845/l  305R Occ. feeds inc. ffom

USA
3930/l 220R USA net feeds FTA & ca
3975/1175F. Occ. feeds

PAS4/68.58 3785,i  1365V BMAC
3860/290r1 ESPN India BMAC
39601190H F{BO Asia -il De.icioher2

c2/1I  ) r , 3930i220H Filip. Peo. Nel GI I.5 MPEG

4P1ll18-l 4 t00/ 050v ESPN BMAC

AsSat2/100.



Some say the date is March I - others say it is March 14th. What is certain is that sometime in March, all of the rules changerelating to piracy satellite equipment in Australia. During January, a number of Austar and Foxtel pira"y'cutJ "ieators and sellerswere busted by authorities; sections of Queensland, hrger areas in NSW were hit by card-cop;';h; .6"!j ;own hundreds(some say thousands) of illegal cards and in the process nabbed a handful of appirentty busy piracy card sources. The
Newscasfle Herald (newspaper) reported:'A black market in pirated Sim cards has operated unchecked in th6 rigidn. ihe cards are inserted into a pav-TV subscriber,sset-top decoder box and allow access to as many 70 satellite channelslor the basic 2o-channel package ffie). pirated Sim

subscriber's

cards were rendered useless, leaving subscribers who paid as much as $250 for the pirated serviie wm-;uiii'tre Uasic channels

Neither FoxternorAustarspokeTr:9p"-i',?w:g;l:i'S?lul:llfl:g"* users. ,'rhe simpte racr istheywere receivins aservice they were not entned to receive - this is no different than any othersort of theft.,i
Well, almost no different. This theft takes place inside of one's home, using a piece of plastic wfiich somebody has turned from"smart" to "dumb" using a clever software routine. What a card writer can piogram into a card, "ittt"i Jir""tiy t" the card orthrough the satellite data stream, another card writer can reprogram. The carJ pirates were "pprut'"no.Juioer the NSWcrimes Act, and newspaper reports say "thousands of cards, card writing equipment and compuier, r.r" .onfi".ated" by the

Austar's spokesman totd the newspaper, 'rn"r" "rlo"l{il;:"$t':'ffi9 manag€ to modiff cards and that is whywe keep

smarr? How about crever r.'"s::l"r:li1n#.nn1""'T*?Jffi ;"i1fi1t"1:ffiffilil;". cards in the rrst prace, or, (z) norhave been caught doing so. The NSW prosecutions were done under a state crimes act and all of that changei in March when a
federal law comes into effect.

We.have written our (SaIFACTS) concerns about the legislation previously (sF#72, p. 1) and devoted considerable web spaceto the topic. We were concerned last August that the broad language of tire nct lCopyright Amendment -1sg9/aigitat ageiroa;
. could be inlerpreted by a zealous prosecutor to include firms that import ano seti atyitnb that has a CAM siot or embedded|rdetocapability.Thisconcernhungontheact'suseoftheword''faciliiate''whicrrth@definesas,''(to)

make easy or less difficuft or more easily achieved." IRD importers n ere "oncerned, a66Gfril6difri.,at by having'
. . CAM-capability, or lrdeto-embedded, the receiver they sell is "less difficult" to use for piracy .pftii,"tion.. 

-
ln fact' this question has never been clarified - on purpose. The ait came into being to provide law enforcement with the tools to
. curtail pay-TV piracy. Spof on' The Act tried to describe every possible way that [ay-TV could be circumvented but as we allknow' a new way is created every month or week someplace in ttre world. 56 a nuinber of areas were tet vajue on purpose - togive law enforcement the tools it would need to adapt to the changes in the piracy wodd. "Facilitate,'was included beciuse by

definition it leaves open a door for enforcement when other doors are closed.
What bothers people who.work in this tiny industry but who have no connection with piracy is that vagueness. ',ls it illegal to

. possess" (as long as you do.not.share or sell) phacy 9.9upm9nt? 
'What about people who once OiO fiiiacy 6ut wno are nowclean - can the law be applied.backwards, retroactiveiy?" Or, "ls it iltegal to repair a card writer owned'by someone else - is thatillegal?" What about, "ls it illegal to operate or contribute to a web iite wtriitr includes information about tre technology of

ptuacy?"
It was this last question that caused a commotion at the Aussat web site. Quite a ruckus followed wtren a site moderator wasone of those named as a participant in the world of piracy card supply in the Newcasfle raids. The site,s administrator then

posted a notice:"Due to the-digital copyright amendment bill approaching in 4 weeks, Aussat has decided to remove ALL forums, topics.
references to cards, loggers, emulators etc. No discussion or topic may be opened on tr"i" "uUi".t ."

To some, it all smacks of legislation adopted to keep locksmiths in line. Thai act rioe it an offence to "ppty oite"ch locksmith
skills if there was an intent to use thal informalion for an illegal act. Will that apply to carA iirarfsZ

We'll know the answers to these questions and others only after prosecution begins.

SPACE Pacific, the Asia-Pacific industry-qembershiq_trage association, has produced (and continues to produce) a series ofone hour television programmes. These 'SPACE Pacific Report" shows, hosied by Bob Cooper, "ou", I iange or topics ofinterest to installers and enthusiasts. Show numbers and content are as follows: *Ssbt- Spectrum nnayser tecnniques, #9902-Feeds and LNBs, #9S13'Dish-antenna designs and problems, #9904- The dish marketplace, and, liny parts," #9905- Droverflow (Nokia) software,_#9906- How the uplink works (tour of RCAs Vemon Valley site), *gsoi- uiriir, r*o, includinguplink hansmitters, #9908' Digilal Basics (Mark Long), #9909- Real World Installs (Mark Llng),'igsrq - tnsiaiiing a potar mountdish and signal level test equipment, #9911 -"sPlN" (the hidden side of sateilitej. *ootz:irn1-ncpsd ftor spnscs eooo(recorded in Melbourne June 28, 29 - "ldeal lRDs,'more), fl1013 - Second Report trom sRnsTs zod0 lrecproeo in MelboumeJune 29' 30 -'ABA Blackspot session"), #0014 - Naughty Nokia tromGFRscs 2000; #ools - Th; DVB-T Tangte from
!lls_9s 2000 (Eric Fien). .'Report" is broadcast by Mqdiisat on ootus 83. 12.336V1. ad-hoc channet 3('j 1s, ao.ooo, recZ3).Thecoming.weeks"".EquJ9:^sIs3y|9bruary1s.Show@300AEST,1000
Westemaustralia; repeats 0700 UTC/7PM NZT, 6PM-Sydney, 3PM Perth). Sunday February 25 - Show 9909, repeats sametime as February 18; Sunday March 4 - Show 9910, repeats same timeas Febiuary 18; Sunday March 1l - Show 9911,same times as February 18; Sunday March 18 - Show 0012, same times as February 18; Sundjy March 25 - Show 0013,same times as February 18; Sunday April I - Show 0014, same time as February 18. 1. -'Mediasit r"y pr--"rpt showings,check other bouquet channe_ls - if not on 3.) SPACE Pacifi_c Report has also been broidcast UV We"tfinf, aurorascna""_gngP+q€lrvedeat (12.595, sr 30.000, FEc 3/4 - requires optrs Aurora card but is otherwise rrnl. wesdi* wi1 again carrySPACE Pacific Report when new shows cunently in planning are produced and available; details here in future issue (will startafter April 1). In the event of schedule changes C), SPACE Pacifii attempts to pre-announce which show(s) wilt appear throughthe SaIFACTS Web site prior to each weekend (http://www.satfacts.kwikiopy.cb.nz). spRscs zooo sessidns Lping scheduledfor play on Mediasat and Westlink are currendy in "editing production.' 

'dponsoisnip 
ot spnCE paciic neport. ln generalanswertoqueries-Av-Comm,SatechandSciteqhavecontributedcorpor@roductionofthe

first set of nine sPACE Pg-c1fi9 Report programmes. lf interested iir sponsoring future shows, contact Bob cooper atskyking@clear.net.nz (64-9-406-0651 i.

i
i



AT PRESS DEADTITIIE
Bill Richards teports 0ptus Bl , 1 2.423H2, Sr 6.610, 3/4 VP|D 308,
APID 256 Nine Net Cricket feed. NS Victoria reports new "Test"

{label}bouquet within UEC 642loading of pay.TV services 83 Hz.
Select "Test" bouquet to find (CAl 7 TV channels,6 radio including

3 with -  (minus) numbers; i .e. .3,  .2,  .1,0,1,2.

AsiaSat 2/100.5E: DW + European bouquet scheduled shut
down February l3th from 2000-2I00UTC while performing
"routine transponder sweep test.r' Beijing TV on 3864Vt is not
full time and is now often CA when transmitting. European
bouquet continued past January 22 revision date without
changes in programmers, MCM reportedly has signed 3 month
interim agreement pending resolution of contract differences.

AsiaSat 3S/105.5E: Zee (TV) News now gone from As3
analogue, moved to 4135Vt, Sr 15.000,3/4 FTA; stil l
threatening to take Zee Entertainment off of FTA analogue as
well, about mid year.

Gorizont 33/145E: "3875RHC is P3 here on (linear) 3m,
'Telly Tubbys' dubbed into Russian is amusing around
1045AM NZST" (L. Mathews, Auckland).

LMAP2ll42.5E: "Crossing Clarke belt from my Auckland
perspective progressively about l5 minutes earlier each day -

should be around 5AM NZST February 15th" (L. Mathews).
Optus B1/160E: "ABC NT's real frequency is 12.260.7 at

the present time, but allowing for LNB local oscillator
variations, may load best from 12.256 through 12.262. Suggest
you use quality indicator on receiver to 'walk it in' for best
BER" (L. Mathews, Auckland). "PGA Golf Tour feeds,
coverage 12.425H2, Sr 6.610, 3/4" (Bill Richards, Australia).

Optus B3/156E: "Live cricket feed noted 12.369Vt, Sr
6.610, 3 I 4" (Bill Richards, Australia).

Palapa C2M/113E: "CNNI after going CA with PAS-8
digital format has slowly increased in quality here on 3970Vt -
now P4.5 (almost sparklie free) on 3m, no sign of noise in
audio. Indosiar on 4074Yt is 20-23Yo while RCTI is 45% on
Phoenix 333" (L. Mathews, Auckland). "lndosiar 4074Vt, Sr
6.500,314 and SCTV 4048Vt. Sr 6.618. 314 OK on 3.6m dish
in New Caledonia" (S. Holzt).

PanAmSat PAS2/169E: "Hong Kong racing is fed FTA on
ADHOC PAL channel within PowerVu HK bouquet 4148 (Sr
24.430,2/3) - very little activity on these channels recently"
(D. Pemberton, NSW). "Second Boomerang frequency, long
rumoured, may turn out to be 12.560H2 as unidentified testing
here uses their Sr and FEC" (D. Pemberton, NSW).

PanAmSat PAS8/166.5E: CNBC has moved occasional
feeds from programme channel 6 to 7 (3900H2).

SpaceNet 4 / 172E: "Analogue service seems to have started
on 3920Vt, barely visible on 5m dish, cannot identify source"
(D. Pemberton, Muswelbrook, NSW).

Telekom 1/108E: Further testing, now on 3580H2, Sr
20.000, 3/4 with CNBC only service reported.

YES lT lS but they got the numbers wrong in their
analogue "sign off" on As3. The better news is it is

for the time being FTA.

Thaicom 3/78.5E: Mediasat (Sydney) was testing on
3684.5 (some reported 3695H2) for one week late in January,
Sr 5.000, 3/4. "MRTV is back - again - now on 3665H2, Sr
6.000, 3/4; Bloomberg is FTA on 3565H2, Sr 26.666,3/4 but
others here CA' (D. Leach, NSW). "Adult services 123 Sat
and 69XX have apparently shut down on 3551H2 (13.330,
3/4)" (Bill Richards, Australia).

Errata: "We are receiving very strong Ku analogue signals
through LIM at 75E with the three Israeli national channels;
lots of top rated US and UK shows in English including the
current release Survivors. They must be breaking every
copyright rule in the books!" (SG, Bangkok, Thailand).
"Audio on Mediasat channels is absolutely superb now; they
should be complimented for excellent stereo audio that makes
for very pleasant listening" (IF, Queensland). 

"Best way to
keep track of Star's As3 transponder use is with a Promax 3
Spec/an or equivalent. Star digital services always have an
identifier riding in the data stream" (D. Weaver, Hong Kong).
"The joys of digital television (DVB-T). Programming with
black bars at top and bottom of screen have been 'ARCed'

(aspect ratio converted) for use on analogue. When shooting in
4:3 you have different restrictions for 'protecting' material at
the edges of the display than in 16:9. When shooting in 16:9,
the ARC system makes sure things near the edges of the screen
are not left out when shown on 4:3" (D.Y.). "Built a BDM

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Reports of new programmers, changes in established programming sources are
encouraged from readers throughout the Pacific and Asian regions. Information shared here is an important
tool in our ever expanding satellite TV universe. Photos of yourself, your equipment or off-air photos taken
from your TV screen are welcomed. TV screen photos: l f  PAL or SECAM, set camera to f3.5-f5 at 1/1sth
second with ASA 1OO f i lm; for NTSC, change shutter speed to 1/30th. Use no f lash, set camera on tr ipod

or hold steady. Alternately submit any VHS speed, format reception directly to SaIFACTS and we will
photograph for you. Deadl ine for Marchl5th issue: March 4 by mai l  or 5PM NZST March 5th i f  by fax to

64-9-406-1 083 or Emai l  skyking@clear.net.nz.



(background debug module) to load new bootloader DVB2000
software into Nokia d-box. Very pleasant results - faster
loading, searches, recalls than any IRD previously used. pCB
to scale available" (satelliteman@free.net.nz). "TCN9 l6:9
test card (Optus Bl, 12.729.5Vt) is egg-sllaped on 4:3 but
reproportions nicely to perfect circle on l6:9 display; Quantas
Inflight news here around 4PM NZST" (L. Mathews,
Auckland). "Optus advised me they don't like non-authorised
decoders because when 'OPEN TV' starts the software inside a
Humax, for example, will not be upgradeable for this new
service" (Adam Takacs, WA). "Best Russian reception here
in WA is none to good but try 80E 3675RHC, RTR IS P3 on
3m dish with best reception after I l00UTC, or, 53E 3675RHC
for ORT also P3-P4 around I I00UTC" (A. Zapara). "SMS

IRD from Hills has sticker on top proclaiming, 'Runs Cooler'.
Than 'vvhat???" (LA, WA). "Digital satellite receivers are
basically special purpose computers and just like Bill Gates.
the antichrist!, has tried to control our minds whilst taking our
money for half-baked software, there are many of his helper's
out there, lesser devils, full of criminal energy trying to do the
same" (R. Pitwon, Switzerland). "A fair warning to those
Hong Kong residents who are jumping at the opportunity to
subscribe to pirated UBC service there (SF#76, p. l5). The
service is being purposefully degraded because UBC is in a
battle with the Thai government over being allowed to show
commercials. Whenever ads come up on CNN. BBC, Cartoon
Network (etc.) UBC places a sti l l  caption in Thai with very
boring, repeated music. By this subterfuge they hope to get
subscribers angry enough that government will cave in and

allow them to insert their own commercials. In fact, to get rid
of these captions and the same boring music, subscribers
would probably vote for anything offered as an alternative! We
can only hope UBC will call off its campaign to drive
subscribers potty and that the Thai govemment will not fall for
such trickery and ballot rigging." (S. Gtobal, Bangkok)
"Someone was in a friendly, Christmas mood when on the
22nd of December they released 'Wallbanger IRD to emulator'
software for most Nokia, Humax IRDs in Windows based
software (http://www.geocities.com/digi_satchatimiscpage
.html)" (S. Mcl,eod, NZ). "My application for a satellite dish
(construction) permit is enclosed. This is red tape gone mad.
The rules were obviously created for the 'big boys'who have
numerous staff people capable of complying with the
regulations. I have had my dish installed since 1996 and now
the local council says their new rules are retroactive" (paul
Hadlow, Victoria, Australia). "l understand Telemann is
considering bringing out a 4:2:2 IRD later this year" (Roger
Bunny, UK). "Pollution wil l be recognised as a serious
problem when it interferes with our TV reception" (Daily
Courier Newspaper. Kelowna, BC, Canada January 2l). "Does

anyone know for sure status of the WIN/GWN/ABC/SBS
contract for PAS-2 Ku? Nobody out here seems to know and it
is important to my business to know this" (SG, Western
Australia). "STAR TV began what they call a major publiciry
offensive February 5th, hinting at new As3 programme
channels 'sometime this year' but no indication they are
reconsidering decision to drop service into Hong Kong as
early as March" (DW, Hong Kong).

Two Great new digitalsotellite receiversfrom H U t{l Ayt

The lR(15400 with embedded irdeto
smart card slot and 2 x Cl slots!

a 1 Smart Card reader for Programmes encrypted by irdeto*
a Supporting 2 ci CAMs of DVB Common Interface Standard*
a Max.4000 Channels of TV & Radio Progrmmable
'O Channel Switching Time within Less than 1 Sec
O MPEG-2 Digital & Ful ly DVB Compliant
I Capable of Receiving Unencrypted Free Digital Programmes
a SCPC & MCPC Receivable from C/Ku-band Sateilites
a MPEG/MusiCam Layer I  and l l ,  CD Quali ty Audio Sound
a DiSEqC 1 0 and DiSEqC 1.2 Control Compatibte
a Capable of Insert ing Max. 1000 PlDs-Video, Audio and pCR
a Capable of Setting the Frequency for SMATV System
a Excellent software support from Humax

The Fl-Aff Free to Air receiver compact size
and excellent performance

Multiple Convolutional Coding Supported Defined in DVB
16 Colors On-screen Display(256 color optional)
Supports User-friendly OSD and easy Main Menu
Displaying Electric Program Guide(EPG) & lnformation Plate
Supports Letterbox Subtitle(DVB A009) and Teletext
(DVB ETS300 472) by VBI insertion
Parental Lock Facility by Channel and Program Event
Program List Download from Receiver to Receiver
Supports Calendar and Calculator
Plug & Play Self lnstalling Programmes by Automatic Scanning
0/12 Control Voltage Out to DC Jack

a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
o

25 Cstarsct Ave, Rongewood Townsville Qld 48tT Australio.

SfrSt fitn'.1'ylor"rer,ristar.con.ou By Fcx- (or) 4rss8eo6
clcctrcnics Phone- (07) 47888902 Web- www.kristol .com.ou
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TARBS: PanAmSat PAS-8 12.526H2, Sr 28.067,
FEC 314 plus 12.6OGHz, same parameters: Has
altered channel l ine-up recent ly,  major improvement
in "qual i ty" of  radio stat ions including addit ion of two
Austral ian based stat ions. "2ME" on (radio) channel
10 is a 24 hour Arabic language service apparent ly
or iginat ing in Sydney in the expanded AM broadcast
band (1638 k i loher tz ) .  "NTC"  (channe l  1  1 )  i s  an
Engl ish language country music format service with
studios in Sydney as wel l ,  24 hours dai ly,  apparent ly
broadcast ing on 161111620 ki lohertz terrestr ial .
Contact is 02-9635-1638, they sel f-promote as
"Variety country radio 16 Austral ia."  TARBS l ine-up
as of 4 February was as fol lows: 12.526 TV (1)
RAD,  (2 )  ESPN,  (3 )  CNN,  (4 )  MCM,  (5 )  TCM,  (6 )
ESC,  (7 )  NDM,  (8 )  FUT,  (9 )  NTV,  (10)  NTVP,  (11)
KDTV,  (12)  ATV,  (13)  TGRT;  12 .526 rad io  (1 )  EBE,
(2) ESEA, (3) EOK, (4) ELSH, (5) FUTR, (6) TGR, (7)
R D ,  ( 8 )  R D S P ,  ( 9 )  V O T ,  ( 1 O )  2 M E  S y d n e y ,  ( 1 1 ) N T C
Sydney,  112 l  RA72 -  Eng l ish  language DW,  (13)  REE.
12.606 TV (15)  TS15 -  apparent ly  no t  in  use ,  (15)
M K T V ,  ( 1 6 )  T V P ,  ( 1 7 )  T L I B ,  ( 1 8 )  T V C ,  ( 1 9 )  T V E ,
(20)  T l ,  (21)  TVG,  (22)  KOTV,  (231 Phoen ix ,  (24)
BTV,  (25)  TFC and (26)  PBC;  12 .606 rad io  (14)
RA74 (no t  in  use) ,  (15)  RA75 (no t  in  use) ,  (16)
DZMM (Mani la).  Radio services typical ly FTA on
most satellite receivers.
STAR TV Asia: AsiaSat 35, 388OHz (Sr 26.850,
7 /8) ,  4OOOHz (Sr  26 .85O,718t . ,3780Vt  (Sr  28 .100,
3/4) and 3860Vt (Sr 27.500, 314l. .  l f  you start  on
4000, 3780 or 3860, the NIT instruct ion table loads
the services as 4OOOHz, 3780Vt, 386OVt and
3880H2 (p lus  i t  t r ies  to  load 11 .185Vt  Ku wh ich  has
its own Sr of 9.375 and FEC 314l. .  l l  you start  with
the NIT 3880, the sequence to load is 388OHz,
4000H2,  37B0Vt  and 3860Vt  (p lus  11 .185V1 Ku
tr ies to load).  The fol lowing l ists are from a UEC 642
(5 February 2001) using 388OHz as the NIT start
point.  Channels which repeat may be created by the
IRD software, or,  there may be more than one audio
( language) service and l ike the WorldNet radio, the
same video loads mult iple t imes with di f fer ing audio
( language) tracks. 3880H2 (Sr 26.850, 7 l8l :  (1 )
UKtv, (2) UKtv, (3) UKtv, (4) VIVA Cinema, (5) VIVA
Cinema, (6) VIVA Cinema, (7) STAR World, (8)
STAR World, (9) STAR World, (10) STAR World,
(11)  Channe l  [V ]  In te rna t iona l ,  (12)  Channe l  tv l ,  (13)
Channe l  [V ] ,  (14)  Channe l  [V l ,  (15)  Fox  News,  (16)
Fox  News,  (17)  Fox  News,  (18)  Fox  News,  (19)  Sky
News,  (20)  Sky  News,  (21)  Sky  News,  (22)  Sky
News, (23) National Geographic, (24t. STAR Plus,
(25) STAR Plus, (26) Nat ional,  (27) Phoenix Chinese
Channel (Note: currently FTA and identical in content
to As3S 3920 analogue); 49qq!2, Sr 26.850, 718:
(28) STAR Movies Int ' l  Taiwan, (29l ,  STAR Movies,
(30)  STAR Ch inese Channe l ,  (31)  tv l  Ta iwan,  (32)
National Geographic,  (33) Phn'x Movies, (34) Movies

lnt ' l  China/SEA, (35) STAR Movies Int ' t  China, (36)
Subt i t le test,  (37) STAR Movie Int ' l  China, (38)
Phoenix Info News (Note: currently FTA); 378OVt,
Sr  28 .100,  314:  (39)  ESPN As ia ,  (40)  Nat iona l
Geographic,  (41) CNBC, (42l,  5O9, (43) CNBC, (44)
STAR Movies, (45) 501, (46) STAR Movies, (47)
Channel tv l ,  (48) 5O2, (49) Channel tv l ,  (50) STAR
Plus ,  (51)  503,  (52)  STAR P lus ,  (53)  STAR News,
(54) 505, (55) STAR News, (56) Nat ional
Geographic,  (57) Nat ional Geographic,  (58) Nat ional
Geograph ic ,  (59)  508,  (60)  ESPN Ind ia ,  (61)  ESPN
Gold, (62) ESPN Gold; 386OVt, Sr 27.500, 3/4: (63)
4O2 ESPN India, (64) 413 STAR Sports Taiwan, (65)
414 STAR Sports Taiwan, (66) 405 ESPN Asia, (67)
401 ESPN Taiwan, (68) 406 ESPN Asia, (69) 407
ESPN Asia, (70) 4OB ESPN Asia, (71) STAR Sports
lndia, (72) 409 STAR Sports Asia, (73) 410 STAR
Sports Asia, {'74l. STAR Sports, (75) 412 STAR
sports India, (76) 411 STAR Sports India, (77) STAR
Sports,  (781 415 ESPN Contr ibut ion, (79],  416 ESPN
Contr ibut ion, (80) ESPN Asia.
Austar Weather Channel: Optus 83 12.626H2, Sr
29.473, 3/4. Channel has been FTA for several  days
at a t ime, apparent test ing of new interact ive
weather and information service funct ions. (Austar
could get much better mi leage out of this channel i f  i t
was lef t  FTA al lowing airport  lobby and other publ ic
places to play i t  " in the open" as a publ ic service that
would also promote Austar at the same t ime.)
Aurora Reminiscent (lndian) Channels: Optus 83,
12.532Vt,  Sr 3O.OO, 2/3. These channels (1-6 or i f
loaded with al l  of  Aurora bouquet,  50 -  55) now
indicate there is programming present (previously
only on f i rst  2 channels).
Zee TV on 4135Vt of As3: Sr variously reported but
appears to be 15.000, FEc 213, has added zEE TV
News (previously FTA on analogue but now shut
down) creat ing ZED TV, Kaveri ,  Zee Music and Zee
News in FTA format (NlT load from 37OOVI).
ABC NT on Optus 81: The previous 12.256112.2581
12.260 Vt service disappeared for several  weeks late
in January, ear ly February but was back February 5
with NT television at VPID 832, ABC Classical  APID
836, ABC Radio Nat ional North APID 838, ABC
Regional Radio North -  Al ice Springs APID 837. One
source saying this entire package may move to
12.28OVt because of terrestr ial  interference problems
at some sites using the 25612581260 f requency.
Mediasat:  Original ly on Optus 83, 12.336Vt,  Sr
30.000, 213 in PowerVu, now capable of v ir tual ly
any CA or FTA format.  Also appears on Optus 81
12.4O4Vt -  both on Austral ia + NZ beam. Also
scheduled to appear on 81 T11 l12.43BHz centre
frequency - exact f requency wi l l  vary sl ight ly) on
NB/NE (Austral ia) only beam. New FTA and CA
channels coming short ly including "mult i -v iew" l inks
for sport ing events.
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"Hell bent on the Pace box"
The New Zealand Herald (newspaper) is scheduled to report

on the status of the TVNZ (Television New Zealand) and
Telstra-Saturn satellite initiative shortly before this issue of
SaIFACTS goes into the mails. They are likely to report that
"differences of opinion" have surfaced between Television
New Zealand and Telstra-Saturn over the selection of a set-top
box for the proposed FTA + CA platform on Optus Bl.

The Pace box (they call it the 512 but it is reaily the
DGT400 we all know from Galaxy>Austar>Foxtel) is not
capable of executing a return path (communicating with the
service provider[s]) simply because that was not state-of-art
five years ago when it was born. From the TVNZ position,
there are two issues affecting the choice of a box. Number
one, the box has to provide a "video and audio quality" which
is at least "the equivalent of TVOne and TV2 625 line pAL
analogue when received in a high off-air VHF signal area."
We all know that PAL quality is a function of video signal to
noise ratio, and that if you have a super clean off-air VHF
service, the video signal to noise might approach 48 dB in a
very good case. We also know that if you have enough signal
to lock a digital service, the video signal to noise is
automatically not less than 48 dB and more typically 52 or
more. So seemingly the "quality" concem at TVNZ is
automatically met by virtually any digital service since to lock
is to have 50 dB signalto noise anyhow.

TVNZ's second "demand" is for the set-top to be capable of
a return path, the ability for the viewer to access Email and
other information data bases either directly to Internet or
through a "walled garden" version of the web. The pace box
cannot do this and no amount of software diddling will make
this happen.

Telstra-Saturn is only half convinced that going to a satellite
platform is in their long term "best interest." As you read these
words, Telstra-Saturn is busy building a fibre optic + coaxial
two-way cable network which they claim will pass by the
doorstep of 65oh of all NZ homes. What concerns them is that
if homes are offered a choice between a satellite service for
perhaps $50 a month (our number, not theirs) and a full blown
two-way interactive cable service for perhaps $75 a month,
many more will opt for the satellite than the cable. So they
have a corporate answer to this - " Don't ntake the satellite
service all that good, purpose-fullJ, degrade the satellite
service below its full potential so that when people have a
choice between cqble and satellite, they typicalty choose
cable."

Which gets us back to the "quality" of the service through
the Pace set-top. Telstra-Saturn has chosen the Divicomm
hardware/software for their uplink. That is the same
Divicomm which provided their equipment for the Optus
Aurora platform, and the same Divicomm which forces IRDs
to be "non-MPEG-2-compliant." In fact, as you read these
words, Divicomm is unpacking cartons of Pace set-tops
preparing to work out how they can be made to work with a

Divicomm uplinked bouquet. You see, only a few weeks ago
somebody at Telstra-Satum discovered the pace boxes won't
work with Divicomm; not properly, anyhow.

Telstra-Saturn are firmly resolved to use these ex-Austar
(Galaxy) set-tops in New Zealand. They have a "book value"
of between $80 and Sl00 sitting in warehouses after being
removed from Austar homes. By insisting on the pace 5 year
old set-tops, Telstra-Saturn are covering their bets twice.

Number one, they can keep the satellite service in a
supporting role to cable simply because these are not
interactive capable devices.

Number two, at $80 to S100 per box "book value," if the
TVNZ + Telstra-Saturn project falls over in the marketplace,
they will have far less money to "write off in a closing down
sale. In other words, they are hedging their bets by investing in
cheap boxes until they see if the service is able to survive
against the existing Sky NZ competition.

All of this is frustrating to TMr{Z which believes the best
approach is to be interactive from day one and to have a "free

market" in boxes, available either "direct" by mail/courier or
perhaps through a general "open market" offering at retail
shops around New Zealand.

This is a serious difference of opinion. Serious enough to
kill the project? Perhaps. T\,rNZ has "control" over the two
Bl transponders at this point, but in a show of frustration has
basically told Telstra-Saturn, "Sorf this out - you know what
we wqnt out of this arrangement." If Divicomm is able to
make the Pace set-tops work with their non-standard uplink
data stream, Telstra-Saturn then must convince TVNZ that the
second TVNZ demand - interactivity - is not essential on
launch day. Telstra-Saturn suggests that once they are
convinced this platform can be economically viable against
the Sky competition, they " might reconsider more
state-of-the-art boxes for consumer use."

T\,/NZ has arranged for transponders 4 and 8 on B l. But,
worried about Telstra-Saturn's ability to make the pace boxes
work, TVNZ is withholding2T MHz (one half) of transponder
4 from initial joint venture use. This half transponder could be
used by TVNZ, quite alone, to distribute TVOne, TV2, TV3,
TV4 and Prime in yet a third FTA platform - without the
impediment of a Divicomm uplink package and
simultaneously offer dish packages designed to provide all (5)
of the national free to air services as well as interactivity. This
is TVNZ's "line in the sand." The consumer cost for such a
package would ideally not exceed NZ$550.

One must wonder why Telstra-saturn insisted upon the
Divicomm uplinking package, why if it is such a technical
hurdle in making their Pace set-tops work, they don't simply
replace it with some other package that has proven itself
elsewhere as being capable of functioning with the pace
boxes. With the well documented history of problems which
Aurora has had with the same equipment, why would
Telstra-Satum be so keen to go down that same trail?

The anticipated April first start date is now off. May first
looks only slightly better and inside of Saturn they are talking
about a "before the end of May" launch date. However, if
Divicomm cannot make the old Pace set-tops function to the
satisfaction of Telstra Satum and TVNZ, well, even midyear
200 I seems doubtful. Telstra-Saturn appears "hell bent" to get
into NZ homes with boxes that cost them not more than $100
each and the only way that will happen is with somebody's
second hand IRDs. Not a very intelligent way to launch.

l

I



ls Optus GUITTY??? Is ABA Friend or Foe???
Stay tuned with SaIFACTS!

tr nNfnn my 12 MONTH subscription to SatFACTS starting with March l5th issue (rates below)
[J nXtnn my 36 MONTH subscription to SatFACTS starting with March l5th issue (rates below)

NAME
Company (if applicable)

Town/city Country
Amount to send: f-yg- - NZ$?O(i".id" Ne* Z""f"nOVeSgO tin.ii" o
Austral ia) or 3 years -  NZ$160/ A$22Ol USS17O i f  by cheque. VISA or Mastercard? See form below and
return with order. Return to: SaIFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand or if by VISA or

Mastercard fax to 64-9-406-1083

USE THIS FORM ONLY WHEN CHARGING ON VISA/MASTERCARD

Please charge my V|SA/Mastercard as follows:
I  ONE Year  of  SaIFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$70,  4$96,  US$7S)

!  THREE Years of  SaIFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$160,  A$220,  US$170)
N SATELLITE TELEVISION: ThE BOOKICT (NZ$ 10,  A$ 1 2,  US$ 1O)

n One Year  of  COOP'S TECHNOLOGY DIGEST (NZ$ 1 25,  A$ 1 25,  US$ 1 25)
Indicate charge card type: n VISA E Mastercard

Name (as it appears on VISA / Mastercard)
V|SA/Mastercard Number

V|SA/Mastercard expiration date
Instructions: l f  ordering by mail,  return this complete card or a copy of same (to SaIFACTS, PO

Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand); i f  order by FAX, send ful l  card as a single sheet to
64-9-406-1083

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS from SaIFACTS MONTHLY: Order Form

tr SATELLITE TELEVTSION: The Booklet. Excellent introduction to home dish ownership for
the layman, including major contributions from the father of geostationary satel l i tes - famed
science f ict ion writer Sir Arthur C. Clarke. The perfect tool to help the satel l i te system seller
expla in home sate l l i te  TV to the consumer.  From SPACE Paci f ic .  NZ$10/  A$12 /  US$1O, a i rmai l .
n COOP's TECHNOLOGY DIGEST. For the really serious enthusiast, investor, business
person in satel l i te television and al l ied leading edge technologies. Ten issues each year,
jam-packed with information you wil l  not f ind anyplace else. "Coop" routinely cul ls more than 60
publications world-wide, terr ibly expensive newsletters, Internet and his hundreds of private
contacts to keep you right at the leading edge of technology on the REAL changes underway in
telecommunications. Conveniently issued near the f irst of the month, creating an excellent
t ime-l ine-f i l ler between the mid-month issues of SaIFACTS. Now in the 7th year, airmail
world-wide. Normally NZ/A/US$250 per year - for SaIFACTS subscribers special 5O% discounted
pr ice of  NZ/A/US$125.



TECH BULLETIN 9402: MATV Systems. One antenna (system) on
the roof,  ampl i f iers and cable to distr ibute off-air  VHF and UHF
channels,  perhaps FM, perhaps a video channel,  to the rooms of a
home, motel ,  hotel  or commercial  bui lding. How do you do i t? And
keep each channel c lean, at the same level as al l  others, to each of
the wal l  plate out lets? l t  is al l  here, f rom antenna system design to
mixing channels together at the "headend," cable levels and
distr ibut ion, analysing ampl i f iers versus larger ( lower loss) cables,
how to " tap off"  the correct 60-70 dBuV signal to each out let .

TECH BULLETIN 9404: Home Satellite Dish Systems. New to
satel l i te? Uncomfortable with how al l  the pieces f i t ,  te l l ing a "good

piece" from an infer ior piece? How tracking mounts al low you to
move the dish through the "Clarke Orbit  Belt"  to pick-off  one satel l i te
after another? How to interpret footpr int  maps from satel l i tes? The
dif ference between "analogue threshold" and "digi tal  pixelat ions?"
When to use (and not use!) a l ine ampl i f ier? Confused by polar isat ion
systems, what r ight hand circular from Intelsat requires and why?
Or, why a vert ical  s ignal on a satel l i te that is on your western
horizon is now horizontal  to you! Learn the basics here.

"H11ff",,

ry!""ffi,",
L fi.l"+N/i33dBl_t>

1 . .  
: :  : . . :  . . . : . : :  

l 2 l + 4 3
7t+44

DECLINATION
ANGLE

DECLINATION is an'offsef that tips the dish top
away from the polar aris arm.

TECH BULLETIN 9405: Satellite to Room Systems. Mixing off-air
terrestr ial  s ignals with off-satel l i te (FTA and CA) services such that
standard TV sets with no extra set-top boxes can tune-in the full
spectrum of services created by your "headend. "  The complete
instruct ion is here. How to avoid channel- to-channel interference
(adjacent channel) ,  how to avoid terrestr ial  s ignal ingress (co-channel
interference).  Modify ing FTA signals to make i t  possible for the
standard TV set to handle adjacent channels (one r ight af ter another
with no unused TV channels in between).  Whether i t  is a large home,
a motel /hotel  or a mult i -storey off ice bui lding, this is your "how to do
it"  guide to bidding on and gett ing "the big jobs" that turn you from
a part  t ime learner to a ful l  t ime professional.

Trap is tuned to channel aural
carrier to reduce level

Quick-Fir of Aural Carrier Level

NELSON PARABOLIC MANUAL: Only a real ly crazy
person wou ld  bu i ld  h is  o r  her  own 13 'd ish  -  r igh t?
Well ,  there must be thousands of crazy people out
there because this is " the Bible" of do- i t -yourself  dish
constructors. l t  is tough, hard work using mater ials
and ski l ls you never even knew existed. But at the
end, you wi l l  be'a proud owner/user of a dish system
which wi l l  outperf  orm al l  but the very best of
commercial  dishes on C or Ku. Warning: This is not a
toy and only the truly dedicated should try this l

Ih isdrawingshows lhe layo ! lo l tne lempta teonroa p ieceot% p tysod,AsampteF in t i s ind i6 ted
{y  :  54  ' )and ( r  =  13 .5  ) .  t lu . r . {on [ ! .

Instructions:Complete this form, return t0 SPACE Pacific {fax 64-9.406-1083)or P0 Box 30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand
(Note: All  orders shipped via surface or surface + air depending upon destination; al low t ime for delivery.)

Send me:  I  TB94O2 ($15) ;  f  T89404 ($15) ;  !  T89405 ($15) ;  I  Nelson Parabol ic  Manual  ($20)

My name Company ( i f  appl icable)

Mai l ing address Town/City

State/mai l  code Country e-mai l  contact
I  wish to make payment by: I  cheque (enclosed - to SPACE Pacif ic) ;  t r  VISA (below);f l  Mastercard

Card number: exprres



UNIVERSAL COMPATIBLE TUNER 950-2150 MHz
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ISoFTWARE UPDATE vIA
v - -- RS-232 SERIAL DATA PORT.

MediaStar
Gormunbations
lnternational
24 Bosc i  Road
l n g l e b u r n  N S W
2565 Aust ra l ia

Tel :  61 2 9618 5777
Fax: 61 2 9618 5077
Opac@bigpond. com

F^EslE
PERFORMANCE ANTENNA DISH . 1.95m Quad Fixed mount

. 2.3m Quad Polar mount

. 3.1m Quad Polar mount



Humax IRCI-5400

DiSEqC 1.0 LNB or DiSEqC 1.2 Positioner control (VBox available)

Electronic Programme Guide with inset preview screen

* Embedded lrdeto and 2 Common Interface Slots

* Software Upgradable through RS-232 Port

* Network search or single TP search

22kHz and 0/12V Switching

Digital Audio Output

Electronic Program Guide with channel preview screen

Features UEC 7OO
H u m a x

tRct-5400

Preview Screen in EPG J
D i S E q C  1 . 2 J

22KHz & 012V LNB swi tch ing J
S/PDIF  D ig i t a l  Aud io  Ou tpu t J

So f twa re  Upg radab le  f r om home  PC J
Common Inter face J

Network Search Opt ion On/Off J
Channel  Data Upload/Download to PC J

Favou r i t e  Channe l s  Se lec t i on ^/
Symbo l  Ra te  2  -  31  MS/s J

scr




